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Thu Only Serious Database on the Atari

The World’s Greatest Printer Utility!

MegaFont ][ +
The Complete Program Lister
and Graphics Dumper
^
by Richard Rognlie and
£0
Randy Dellinger
. better than ever..
ACE Newsletter
MORE FONTS — FASTER DUMP — FONT UPLOADER*
Allows NEC. Prowriler. Epson (w/Graftrax. RX-80, PX-80), Riteman. Gemini. Mannesmann Tally, Panasonic & other compatible dot matrix printers to dump Graphics 7 4- and
8 screens in 3 sizes (4 on Epson) and print all control and inverse characters in fonts
provided or use your own. New Features: Adjustable margins. FAST LISTER, Font
uploader, adjustable line spacing. Font Splicer (combine 2 fonts together).
•Prowriter 8510AP w/chip, Epson FX-80, Panasonic KX-P1092, Citizen 20 and
compatibles
48K.Only $24.95
MegaFont PC (for IBM PC. PC jr & most PC compatibles).$39.95

Lnt Your Imagination Run Froav

Page Designer
by Len Dorfman and Dennis Young
. a pretty nifty package..Current Notes

XLENT MegaFiler
by Jerry Kwit
“I don’t believe you can get batter value for your money.
ACE Newsletter

"Its claim to fame Is tbs large amounts of records It can handle.”
ANALOG
MegaFiler is the ONLY database on the Atari that is very powerful, easy to use. and can
handle over 1,500 records. Features found on expensive databases include: modifiable
database structure without data loss, multiple level sorting user defined formula for
data entry, Report Generator with subtotaling of fields, subsidiary file creation and
Label Generator. NOW unprotected so you can use it with your favorite DOS.
48K disk.Only $29.95
Coming toon... special version for the 130 XE.

Explore Your Inner Sol!

Page Designer lets you design a full page printout (8 Vi x 11) on-screen and then save it
to disk. Combine text, graphics and borders Edit on-screen in either 40 or 80 columns.
Font styles can be mixed in the 40 column mode. All graphic and control characters are
displayed and printed PLUS we've included specially designed border characters. Use
Page Designer to add text to pictures you've created (Micropainter. Koalapad, Atari
Artist). Drawing mode let's you add finishing touches (e g, circles and spheres). Great
for creating ads. reports, newsletters or for dressing up letters.
48K disk...Only $29.95
For Epson, Gemini, Panasonic. Prowriter, NEC and compatible dot matrix printers.

HYPNOSIS
with Brainwave Synchronization
by Gene Levine

Resolution to the MAXI
491,520 pixels per page

Typesetter
by Dennis Young and Len Dorfman
Now your Atari can have higher resolution to the printer than the
Macintosh. The 48 K version can have resolution up to 704 x 624
pixels (768 x 640 on the 130 XE version). Typesetter accom¬
plishes this feat by letting you scroll over multiple graphics 6
screens. You can control the style, height and width (32 sizes) of
t characters. Type in any direction — forward, backward, up and
down. You have the flexibility to mix graphics, text and graphic
characters. Sketch Pad lets you create icons and allows you to
copy them or any part of the screen anywhere. Used in conjunc¬
tion with Page Designer, you can add detail to standard Graphics
8 screens. This program is for ALL Atari enthusiasts who've
dreamed of having the artistic capability of the Macintosh. Light
years ahead of any other Atari graphics program.
48K disk . Only $34.95

Attention: 130 XE version Included
For Epson, Gemini, Panasonic, Prowriter, NEC’s and compatible
dot matrix printers.

o

The most significant self-improvement program. Designed for
anyone who is interested in hypnosis, relaxation, or self-im¬
provement This program replaces the synchronizing strobes
that can cost hundreds of dollars. Seven screens pulsate at
speeds that you can adjust with paddles or keyboard. Audio
tapes may be played using the Atari cassette recorder Create
your own self-improvement tapes to be used with this program
Great for those evenings when you want to relax.
48K disk
only $29.95

The Trivia Construction Sat

Trivia Mania
by Jan Iverson
Once played, most trivia games become trivial. Trivia Mania
includes 1,800 questions to start, PLUS an easy to use game
editor. You can create your own trivia games — computers,
foreign culture, vampires — any area that is your special
interest Ideal for use by parents, teachers, students and trivia
buffs. A fun and educational utility.
48K (2 double-sided disks).Only $29.95

Jennifer Brabson's artwork.3 disks tor $20.00
For use with MegaFont |(+, Page Oesigner and Typesetter
' Chip'' for Prowriter 851OA.adds 2K buffer.$15.00

XLENT Software
P.O. Box 5228, Dept. B
Springfield, Virginia 22150

Add $2.00 for shipping and handling C O D. orders, additional fees. Virginia
residents please add 4% sales tax. Send check or money order to:

V.

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

24 Hour Order Phone (703) 644-8881
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and the author, if applicable, are cited.
Opinions expressed in this publication are those of the in¬
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Current Notes

Editor!

.Notesi.

Welcome back to Current Notes!
I hope you enjoyed
! know the one month respite gave our authors
a change to take a breather.
I certainly needed the time
to take care of good deal of "behind the scenes" work with
the Bailing
list,
accounting
records,
and
general
correspondence.
But the summer is over and now itfs time
to go back to work.

World, to bring you news on what's going on with the new
Atari STs. Also in the "new features" column is a page on
Community News and Events.

your s-jg$*r.'

This September issue is filled with a wealth of in¬
formation that should keep you engrossed for the rest of
the month.
You nay have noticed that it is a little
thicker than usual.
Well, we have once more set a new
record.
This issue of the newsletter is 48 pages long!
And, to keep it at that level, I had to talk some of our
columnists into letting "guests" take their place this
month, and withhold several other submissions including an
excellent article by Chris Chabris showing how to use BASIC
XL to build a reference database.
Chris's article,
including the full text of his BASIC XL program, will ap¬
pear in the October issue.
Enough of what we don't have. What do we have? Well,
we have added three new columns to our regular features.
George Langworthy of Mission, Kansas will keep us all up to
speed on developments in the exciting new field of compact
disk technology with his CD Report. Susan Wolff is a local
teacher and L060 expert who will let us follow her progress
in introducing students to LOGO in the school system. And
finally, I thought I'd author a separate column, called ST

From our regular columnists, Evan Brooks tells about
the recent Origins '85 show, Jon Smith lists five useful
Action! routines, and Stevenson et al have more tips for
you adventurers.
Bruce Blake is filling in for Ed Seward
this month as he takes a look at the Q-Modem and Q-Term.
Both Frank Budelman and Greg Black are filling in for
Roland Gabeler with reviews of Gemstone Warrier and Com¬
puter Quarterback. Jack Holtzhauer outdid himself with his
New Products column this month: he actually used two of the
products to produce the first page of the column.
Bob
Kelly took an additional month off, but he did want me to
pass on the message that he's finally discovered a game
that keeps him engrossed: The Halley Project.
He recom¬
mends it highly (see New Products).
The Special Features this month continue our in-depth
look at Atari word processors. Last month's PaperClip re¬
view generated considerable comment.
See the Letters to
the Editor section and the response by Daniel Moore, the
author of PaperClip. This month I continue the series with
a look at the Writer's Tool by OSS.
John Barnes takes a
look at XLENT's latest product: Typesetter and Marion
Kitchens reviews Enhancements to Basic.
Jack Holtzhauer
tells us about the arrival of the first STs and, for those
assembly language programmers out in the audience, Jim
Parks provides a comparison of the 6502 vs the 68000 chip.
Hope you enjoy it all!

STS- VIDEO SUPPLY
1073 W. Broad St., Falls Church, Virginia 22046
Computers:
Atari tlAYF
Atari 520ST. drive. aonitor
Monochrome,......
Color
.tfTt.
HQDEH t PRINTER Cables....
Djpk QriYtli
Atari 1050 Disk Drive.
INDUS 6T Disk Drive.
PERC0H RFD40 Disk Drive....
PERC0H RFD40 DSDD Drive....
PERC0H AT88S1 Disk Drive...
PERCOH AT88S1PD Disk Drive.
PERC0N Add On Drives.
Inter feces:
ATR-8000 with CP/M k 64k...
Atari 850 Interface.
HPP 1150 Printer Interface.

(1A9
$790
$990
<25
<163
<249
<239
<289
<149
<239
<139
CALL
<119
<69

Diskettes!
HEH0REX DSDD... 16.95
BONUS SSDD (11 to a box).. 10.00
Other Hardware:
Atari Touch Tablet......... <49
Koala Pad. <39
Atari Light Pen w/Cartridge <49
Printer or Hodea Cable. <29
<15
6 foot 1/0 cables..
Bank Select Cartridges..... <19
<9
EPR0H Cartridges.
<5
2764 EPR0HS.
PENRIL 300/1200 Hodea. <359
Monitors:
Aadek V300G 12“ Green. <139
Aadex V300A 12* Aaber. <149
Aadex Color 300. <249
Technica HJ10 13* Color.... <209
NEC 1215 13* Color. <219
Honitor Cables. <12

C703) 237-0558
Pr inters
EPSON LXB0. <269
STAR S610. <269
PANASONIC 1091. <269
Atari 1020. >49

Software:
AtariWriter.
LOGO Kit.
SynCalc, SynFile, SynTrend
VisiCalc.
Hicrosoft BASIC.
Hacro Asseabler (disk)....
PILOT Cartridge.
Atari Lab w/Teap. Probe...
HoaePak.
PaperClip..
Print Shop...
Print Shop Graph Library 1
Assortaent of Atari software
Less than <10.00!

We repail all Atari and Commodore equipment as well as
EPSON, PERCOH, TftAK, INdUSTtANDON, and MPI Drives
Ha take TRADE-INS. Call for price and lalactiofl on reconditioned drives and coaputeri.
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<35
<59
<38
<35
<35
<35
<35
<49
<39
<44
<39
<25
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D«ar Jot:
As a rtlativtly new subscriber, I vish to express >y
appreciation for the excellent job you folks do on
*Current Notes*. It was fortunate that I ran across the
article in ~ Infoworld that evaluated the various
newsletters and recouended Current Notes so highly.
In the July issue the subject of word processors is quite
well covered. As a new subscriber, I have no way of
knowing if in previous issues »y favorite, the Bank Street
Writer, has been well dissected. Since the BSW has sold
in great quantities, I an sure nuch nention has been aade
of its advantages and faults. For those of us who are
essentially lazy and really do not want to spend nuch tine
aeaoriziog vast aaounts of instructions, the BSW is right
down our alley. For the conputerist who is writing a
thesis on the quantua theory of light, the Bank Street
Writer does not sing his song.
All prograns seen to have their shortconings and this is
very true in nost word processing setups and especially
true when using the BSW. It was not until I encountered
the *Fergee File Printer* progran by Dr. John C. Ferguson
in the August *84 issue of ANAL06 that I really found the
BSW would fulfill all ny needs.
For nany of us, the
nornal use of word processing is to tell Aunt Willie in
Topeka that everything is going well and Billy is getting
over the neasles. Using the Fergee File Printer, you have
great control over the printing of your nasterpiece
including the choice of four fonts, right justificaton,
aargin settings and nany other functions.
While the
prograa was written to operate with the NEC 8023 and the
Prowriter printers, it can easily be aodified to be used
with others. Fergee can also be used with prograns other
than the BSW.
I bring this to the attention of BSW users as I have found
nany are not acquainted with the public donain Fergee and
feel that the Bank Street Writer just cannot do the job.
One other great advantage I have found with the Bank
Street Writer and Fergee is that I have a spouse who is a
fine typist but views the conputer with suspicion. A few
sessions with the BSW and Fergee and she quickly learned
word processing. She now has a very warn spot in her
heart for the conputer and associated parts.
I an using the BSW to write this letter and will use
Fergee to sent it to the printer. Right justifcation,
elite font, 78 letters to the line and default borders
will be used. This seens to nake a nice appearance.

Dear Joe,
Thank you for sending your letter and the Vol. 5, No. 6
issue of CURRENT NOTES, it is indeed a top-notch Atari
users' publication....
I had to chuckle at your review of PaperClip. The bugs
seen universal: nost of then have been plaguing ne and an
associate of nine who also purchased PaperClip.
I’ve
worked out printer conpatibility on ny Senini 101 and can
progran the 4 font options (I use then for double-strike
on and off and double-width print in any of the 3 standard
fonts). One bug that we found that you didn't nention was
the one which occurs when the delete key is held down to
erase: after ooving a few spaces, the cursor junps up to
the previous paragraph and coanences its erasing there. I
agree with your overall assessnent of PaperClip. I wished
I had read it before I bought it. Nevertheless, it does
have a couple of features that I have needed that do work
very well for ne: double-coluan printing and aicrospacing
for justified nargins....
Yours truly,
Robert L. Harrott
Blooaington, IN

Dear Joe,
I read your review of PaperClip with great interest,
particularly in light of our brief Conversation at the
last Novatari nesting.
After the nesting, I tried to
duplicate sons of the problens you reported. Later, with
your review in hand, I tried Paperclip’s features one-byone.
The results were interesting, to say the least!
Consents appear below.
I, too, an disappointed with PaperClip, nainly for the
reasons you pointed out, but I still an using it. It has
sone features that AtariWriter (ay favorite) sinply
doesn’t offer. The following features of PaperClip 1 find
particularly useful:
- Windows: ability to aove portions of text froa one file
to another, or just to check how I said soaething in
another docuaent.
This feature proves invaluable in
preparing ‘tailored* docuaents based on one or nore other
docunents, e.g., preparing resuaes targeted at a
particular position or fira.
- Ability to print graphics in the nidst of the text
(verbatia files)
- Macros

Best wishes,
Wn. R. Dbctor
St. Janes City, FL

Insert/overwrite toggle
Ability to print to disk
Micro-spaced justification
Conditional new page force
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— Centering probleas when using a Juki 6100 daisywheel
printer in proportional spacing node.
Soaetiaes works,
soaetiaes doesn’t. Also on rare occasions, it will start
printing too far to the right.

— Typewriter iodt
— Nonprinting content lines
— Ability to set and go to tags
— Hard space
All the features listed in the
indicated below. Many of then
(Table of Contents generation,
etc.), but they all performed as

aanual worked, except as
I haven’t had a need for
in-text aath, word swap,
expected when tested.

Nonproblens!
— The problen with window selection could be a problen
with your SELECT key not taking fira contact at the bottoa
of its travel. If I press ay SELECT key and hold it down
for an extended period, the cursor quits flashing, but
does NOT juap to the other window until I release it. The
only way I could duplicate your problea was to press the
SELECT key lightly, until it just aade contact — in that
case, arcing across the contacts or perhaps just
iaperceptible finger aoveaents occasionally would result
in the condition you describe.
— 1 have had no probleas with double-coluan printing. I
haven’t done a whole lot of it, though, so will print a
few files that way and see what happens.
— I have never had trouble saving a file fron the second
window, and I use this feature frequently.
— On nail serge: there is no need to use the batch
facilities (although this works as well). Sinply setup
your data and for* letter files as indicated in the
sanual, then when answering the print pronpts after
C0NTR0L+0, respond with the nunber of sets of variablesin
the data file when asked "How nany copies to print?*. The
first letter printed will contain the first set of
variables, the second letter will contain the second set
of variables, etc.
-- On your content about not knowing which printer driver
was loaded: using a different screen color for each priter
driver provides an easy way to know at a glance which you
are using.
— It took ae only a couple of Minutes to figure out that
the exanple for pagination beginning at other than 1 was
incorrect: the preceding instructions are clear.

teaMit!
-- Occasional erratic printing behavior -- will be in the
■idst of printing page two, and suddenly will skip back to
the beginning of the file and start printing fron there
(thus far, noted only on the Juki).
— Unexplained cursor aoveaent -- usually when using the
delete key to backspace -- the cursor will juap up several
lines.

— Coaplete failure to get the Juki 6100 to print in
aicrospaced justification node.
Since the Juki 6100 is
capable of 1/120 inch horizontal aoveaents (and even has a
graphics node of sorts), it should be possible. Between
the questons asked in the priter driver construction
prograa and the info in the aanual, though, I haven't been
able to figure out how to do it.
-- Probleas using user-defined coaaands, but they sees to
be related to the fact that the printer coaaands I was
trying to use duplicate coaaands used by PaperClip itself
for other purposes.
I need to spend soae aore tiae on
this to find out exactly what the problen is.
— Probleas with special print coaaands when aore than one
line is affected. Host recently, it was with bold face -had to start and end the bold face for each line.
— Strange behavior (the printer’s, not nine!) when trying
to use enhanced node with the conpressed font on the
ProHriter.
As a final aside, PaperClip probably will be responsible
for ay purchase of a 130XE. Just read that BI's 80-coluan
card is NOT coapatible with the Atari 800 ... all this
tiae waiting for an inexpensive 80-coluan Atari word
processor, and I find out that ‘old reliable* aay still be
reliable, but it’s old, too!!!
Sincerely yours,
Charles A. Shukis
Springfield, VA
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Classified

Ads

SS8BS£SSSBSB8SSSSSSSSSBSSSS=SSSS==SSSSSSS

Atari 1027 printer with power box and cable; used; in
excellent shape. $100. Bill 6erber (202) 362-2485.
For Sale: 300/1200 Baud, Very Saart Auto Answer, Auto
Dial, Volksaodea 12 Hodeas, by Anchor Autonation, new,
$225.00. Buyer to supply cables for phone and coaputer
separately fron sale.
These cables are available at
coaputer stores for about $12 to $15.
To order, send
check for $225.00 to Andrew Cowin, 4303 Aabler Drive,
Kensington, HD 20895. Please include your phone nuaber.
(then I process your order, I will call you to coae and
pick up your nodes at ay hone. If you have any questions,
call (301) 564-0442.
MICROTEK 32K Heaory Board ($40). Atari 810 field service
aanual ($30).
Both new and perfect working condition.
Call Hike at (703) 385-9794 after 5 pa.
(Classified Ads are free to all CURRENT NOTES subscribers.
Copy aust be in by the 15th of the preceeding aonth.)
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Community Education
at Local Schools

Computerf*st

985
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The Office of Adult and Connunity Education, Fairfax
County Public Schools, has been working with aany schools
throughout Fairfax County to provide after school or
evening hands-on tine on Atari for the local connunity.
Sone of these sessions are classes for children and/or
parents. Sone provide a saapling of educational software
and sone provide open lab tine for students to continue
work begun during school hours. New approaches are con¬
tinually tried in order to neet the needs of different
conuunities. Any qualified Atari enthusiasts who are in¬
terested in helping with this progran nay contact Harilynn
Borkowski at (703) 893-1090.

On October 12, 1985, a unique event will be held in
the 6rand Ballrooa of the 6reenbelt Hilton. Cowaterfest
*85. a gathering of user groups and vendors in The Hashington, DC area will take place fron 9:30 AH to 4:30 PH.
Nho will be there? Nothing short of representatives
fron a nunber of user groups in the area, coning as far as
Northern Virginia and Rockville. To our knowledge, such a
gathering of user groups within the netropolitan area has
not been tried before. Atari, IBN, Coouodore and Apple
will all be represented, as well as a host of others.
There will also be several local area conputer stores in
attendence, prepared to denonstrate their conputers and
sell peripherials.

BBBBBSBBBBBBSBBSBBBSSSBBBBSBBBBBBBBBSBSS

Atari

Microcomputer

Classes

88SS&B88B&SB33B8SSBB8SSS&SS8S8SS3BBSS88B

Fairfax county adult and connunity education will
teach several courses on the Atari this fall. Brief de¬
scriptions are provided below. For registration or other
inforaation on these courses, call Harilynn Borkowski,
Conputer Progran Specialist, at (703) 893-1090.
Coaauter Literacy for Parents. A general introduction to
conputers and how they are being taught in the schools.
Four-session course offered nornings or evenings through¬
out Fairfax county. Cost is $23.
Conputer Literacy jl. An extension of the above course.
Four-session course offered nornings or evenings. $23.
Hone Applications of Conouters. Denonstration of various
coanercial and public doaain software available for hone
use. Offered one Friday aerning at TTnnit Hills Center
for $8 or two Saturday nornings at Sherwood Hall Library
for $11.
Introduction to AtariHriter.
Four students in a class.
Two afternoons or evenings at Pinnit Hills Center. $23.
PronraaaiiHi with BASIC. 1. Learn to use the conputer and
begin progranaing in BASIC.
Four aorning sessions at
Pinnit Hills Center for $44 including text book.

Kbit will be happening? During the day, the user
groups will be naking available their public-donain soft¬
ware, as well as offering advice on the conputers. He are
also planning a denonstration of NIDI nusic in the after¬
noon, as well as (we hope) a nunber of on-going discus¬
sions on conputer-related topics, such as the legal as¬
pects of software ownership, the future of personal cou¬
pling, and teleconaunicationsr-Hfith a little luck, there
should also be a gathering of BBS users either during or
after Conputerfest.
How nuch in it? Aduission is only $2 with the appro¬
priate discount coupon or advertisenent in a user group
publication. This gets you in for all the days events.
The Personal Conputer Association, in sponsoring this
event, feels that everyone will benefit. User groups will
be able to neet and exchange ideas, new users will be able
to look at what the user groups in the area have to offer,
and the vendors that participate will be able to display
their wares.
For further inforaation, contact the Personal Coaputing Association at 454-4275, or via nail at: Personal Conput ing Association,Adele H. Stanp Union, Boon 3113, Uni¬
versity of Haryland, College Park, HD 20742.

&&SSS8SSSS8SSBSSSSSSSSSS88S8SBBBB8SSSSB8

Atarifest
Prooraaaina with BASIC. II.
Beginning course'for those
who have used a conputer. Six aorning sessions at Pinnit
Hills Center, $37 plus textbook.
Proqranulm with 1080. Six aorning or evening sessions at
Pinnit Hills Center, $32.
A four-session course for ad¬
vanced progranners, $25.
Harketinu TWr Original Conputer Progran.
Learn what
background inforaation you need, how to advertise, and how
the law affects you.
Two Tuesday evening sessions for
$10.

*85
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N0VATAR1, in conjunction with the other clubs in
UAACE as well as the Office of Adult and Cowunity Educa¬
tion of Fairfax County, is planning an all-Atari show to
be held in northern Virginia on a Saturday in early Noveaber or perhaps late October. Terry White is the chairnan
for this event. He will need all the help he can get.
Volunteers are urged to give Terry a call at (703) 8491725. Look to the October issue of CURRENT NOTES for nore
detailed inforaation.
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The "We're changing oar name"
DRAWING

VIN!

Dravinq September 30th

The prizes are: 1 - Brother s portable typewritter/computer printer
5-Wico Power Gri p joysticks for C64 or Atari
10-Boxes of Bonus brand diskettes

First & Last Name:
Address:
City, State & Zip:
Phone (for if you min):

Q No

Would you like to be added to our moiling list 7 n Ves
Wliiclt computer do you own?
□ None
□ Apple II, lie, lie

□ IBM brand

□ Atari 800, I 30XE

□ Comm 64, 1 28

□ Macintosh

□ IBM clone

□ Atari ST series

□ Amiga

Call 536-5040

Seven Corners Center
Falls Church, VA 22044
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Traps

Stevenson,

Francese

and

Burke

More and more messages!
I don't know if I can keep
this up! The response to the 'ADVENTURE Q&A' message base
is phenomenal. The question of private letters has popped
up once again, and the resolution is so far the best one
we've had (next to not writing any private aessages at
all). Here's how it goes.
Before you write a devastatingly 'giveaway' solution to soae adventure, WARN the
reader before you go on.
Say soaething like "CTRL-C to
stop solution".
It would give the reader a clear indica¬
tion on the board to stop the aessage before anything can
be given out. I think this is the best reasoning for this
problea and everyone will follow it unless it's not a real
adventure-ruiner.
Hope this has cleared up the past con¬
fusion on this problea. Well, see ya next aonth, and here
are the letters. L8R!

PLANETFALL
Q. Just a few things I would like to ask:
1) What is the coabination for the door soaewhere? (Hints
are welcoae also)
2) Where is there a light source?
3) Is the helicopter of any use?

0. Okay, but I have been trying that and keep getting
"kicked" off. I wasn't sure I was doing it right, but now
that I know I was, I guess i just need a little aore prac¬
tice! By the way, have you ever had any trouble with the
gaae recalling your account i? It seeas that if I try an
account number after re-booting the gaae it won't work.
-Chris Croson
A. Chris,
I've never had that kind of trouble.
But if
you want a way to get easy aoney on GHOSTBUSTERS, type
'YES' when it asks you if you have an account, 'GOO' for
your name, and '11111111' as your account number.
This
should rake in about $240000 for you so you can get all of
the latest equipment. GOOD LUCK!
-Jia Stevenson

Ultima

III

0. I've been playing Ultima III for about 2 months, most
of ay guys are 99th level, ay cleric and wizard have 75
magic points, all my guys have incredible strength, have
full armor and weapons (including plate), I can defeat any
enemy (Including an entire guard assult), and I don't know
how the heck to get past the stupid silver snake!
HELP!
I have almost given up. Yes, I have full everyting (2550
hit points, mark of fire, mark of kings, etc.) but how do
I win? Please help me. I am losing my insanity. My life
is coming to an end...
-The Master

-"Dragon Slayer"

HITCHHIKER'S GUIDE TO THE GALAXY
Q. I haven't played HITCHHIKER'S but one tiae. However, I
did tape the series froa the tube.
I recall froa the se¬
ries that Ford told hia to take soae peanuts. He aay need
thea.
Does any of you out there have the peanuts avail¬
able? After leaving the pub they were picked up by the
aliens who destroying the Earth making way for a space
highway.
They were called the Zorgons or soaething like
that.

A. OK, but first 2 questions (hints??) Have you found and
used both the exotic arms and exotic armor. Without them,
you aren't ready to go past the snake. To find them, you
can get some clues by buying some drinks (pay extra)
and/or by talking to some men you might find in some dark
corners of a few towns.
Second, to get past the snake:
Have you ever tried "YELL"ing something. Again, clues are
found as above.
-Dick Knisely

SPIDER MAN

-Michael Poliak

GHOSTBUSTERS!
Q. Once your on the screen with the ghost and the portal,
what do you do? Where is the "portal"? any help would be
apperciated.
-Chris Croson
A. Chris, I assuae you're talking about the Marshmallow
Man blocking the gateway to Zuul. Here's what you do:
You have to direct 2 GHOST BUSTERS between Marshaallow
Man's legs into the doors in the middle. After that, sit
back and watch the fireworks! Hope this helped.

Q. Sc A. Does anybody know how to get past the Ringmaster,
Hydroman, or Mysterio?
I can't figure them out.
Also,
how do you get the bio-gem? Here's how to get past some
people:
Sand man: Before you go in type 'CRAWL CEILING'. Go in,
look in crib twice. Forget the formula.
It is baby for¬
mula. When you get out type 'CRAWL FLOOR'. Drop the gem
off at Madam web.
Lizard Man: Mix the Calc and acid in
the lab upstairs.
Go to Lizard Man and drop the calc.
Look at lizard man and drop the gem off at madam web. To
scan people go to madam web and type 'SCAN (whoever)'.
You can talk to people by typing 'SAY (their name) 'Please
reply*!

-Jia Stevenson
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GameViews
[Frist tudelnan and Sreg Black are filling in for Boland
Sabeler this nonth.l

GEMSTONE WARRIOR
Reviewed by Frank Badelean
■Brave warrior, your goal is to return the five
pieces of the 6eastone to the teaple.
First, you must
find the way through the systea of underground caverns
that lead to the aaze.
Once inside the aaze, find the
five pieces of the Geastone. When the pieces are gath¬
ered, you oust excape the Deaon's lair through the spin¬
ning gateway and place the Geastone on the teaple altar.
60 with haste, for if you succeed, you will be rewarded
with great treasure and honor as the Chaapion of Han and
our world...'
So ends the 6eastone tale and begins the gaae. Re¬
cently I had the great pleasure of reviewing a new fan¬
tasy-adventure gaae called Geastone Warrior by Strategic
Siaulations, Inc.
If you enjoyed Teaple of Apshi, Hellfire Warrior, Castle Molfenstein and Lode Runner, you're
going to love Geastone Harrier.
Unlike the traditional role-playing fantasy-adventure
gaaes, the player is not able to pre-select the hero’s
strength, health, intuition, etc., nor his/her accessories
needed for the quest. Our hero begins the gaae with nuaerous iteas at his or her disposal; the iteas at our
hero's disposal consist of such things as fire bolts, ar¬
rows (our hero cones equipped with a crossbow), potions,
aagical iteas and a display to let the player know which
are available at any given tine.
While the prograa allows for the use of a joystick,
it also requires the use of certain keys for other spe¬
cific effects and special coaaands. Like Hellfire Warrior
and Castle Wolfenstein, there is a story about the 6eastone and how it caae to be that a quest was needed. Un¬
like Castle Wol fenstein, you do not have to read through
screen-after-screen of story because Geastone Warrior has
it placed in the instruction booklet. This aagical gen was
the source of good magic in the world until it was cap¬
tured by the deaons of the netherworld; it was split into
four pieces and hidden in the caverns under the earth
where the denons called hone. You, the player, are tasked
with guiding (nay, becoaing) the warrior in a search for
the pieces of the Geastone and returning safely to your
starting point.
Once you set off on your task to the caves and tun¬
nels of the denons, you are constantly beset by various
and sundry creatures, ghosts, skeletons and the dreaded
ENONS as you aake your way ever closer to the Geastone
pieces. The pieces can be hidden anywhere, so you aust
search everything; the tunnels and caverns are richly done
with color graphics and are actually representative of
caverns and hallways.
As I stated earlier, the gaae utilizes both keyboard
coaaands and joystick to aove the Warrior to his/her final
destination. Although there seen to be quite a nuaber of
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coaaands and instructions that are delivered froa the key¬
board, the prograa is set up for the ATARI so that the
joystick can perfora aany of the keyboard functions -not all, however. The prograa has aany levels of diffi¬
culty, not the least of which is reaeabering which keys to
press for which coaaand while having the fleetness of eye
and finger to avoid pressing the wrong key just as you are
about to be destroyed by soae nefarious creature that
roaas the tunnels, caves and hallways of this prograa.
While having to utilize both keyboard and joystick does
add to the complexity of the gaae, with practice it isn't
as bad as it initially appears.
There are three levels of play -- labeled Beginner,
Noraal and Kaaikaze.- For a seasoned role-play advenurist,
the Beginner level is a fine level to get the feel of the
gaae, use all the weapons, discover the uses for the vari¬
ous potions and aagical iteas and becoae faailiar with the
types of characters that the Harrior will encounter in the
various tunnels and rooas.
The Noraal level is a auch
aore action-packed and fast-paced level than the Beginner
level and is aore difficult. It is not the level for a
rank beginner to start on because he/she will encounter
extreae frustration aost of the tiae and, because reaction
time is so short at this level, the player will not get
full benefit of the aany options offered by the prograa.
Hy advice is that beginners should stay at the beginner
level until they becoae bored.
The Kaaikaze level will
tax even the aost advanced and fleet of eye and finger of
your arcade gaae experts because of the search, destroy
and evade shoot-ea-up characteristics coabined with the
need for thoughtful decision-aaking in the selection of
weapons, aagical iteas, healing potions and bonus tiae
constraints.
The added diaension of decision-aaking
wherein one has to decide, in a given tiae, whether to use
the joystick, press certain keys on the keyboard to evade,
search, use an itea, kill, destroy etc. further adds to
the coaplexity and alaost aakes the Kaaikaze level iapossible. It should be noted, however, that this review is
coaing froa soaeone slightly beyond beginner, so those of
you who are arcade and adventure experts nay not have as
auch a problea with the Kaaikaze as I. Beware, however,
that as you progress through the levels, the aagical prop¬
erties in your inventory change, and in soae cases, actu¬
ally reverse their utility, e.g. soaething that will deciaate all opposition in the beginner level aight revitalize
aonsters in another level.
At all tiaes during play, the player aust aonitor the
health level of the Warrior, aaount of weapons left and
aake decisions whether to change weapons or add to the ar¬
senal. The prograa tracks total points earned, the aaount
of Geastone particles in your posession and displays the
tiae reaaining in which to earn a special bonus. It also
identifies the type of aonster or character you are
searching as you look for iteas in their posession. This
can be a help in finding your way back if you reaeaber the
characters you have sent to their ultimate karaa along
your way. The instruction booklet describes the charac¬
ters you will aeet and their potential for hara. It lists
and describes aost of the potions and aagical iteas avail¬
able but leaves auch of their usefulness for you to ascer¬
tain along your journey. Part of the fun of this gaae is
discovering what the aagical iteas actually do and how to
use thea in different situations.
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This isn't a gaae of patience and thoughtfulness -it is a gaae fast learning, quick decisions and hair-trig¬
ger action. Even in the Beginner node, you cannot spend
tiae thinking about whether or not to do or use soaething
because your eneaies can and will appear anywhere and will
aultiply in proportion to the tiae you spend thinking.
For those of you who aust take a break or think during ac¬
tion, there is the ability to freeze the screen.
In ay aany hours of use, I encountered only one problea; it only happened twice. As I was aoving through a
door or gate the systea would lock up with an audible hic¬
cup. At that tiae, I got an error aessage froa the prograa and was given an opportunity to restart entry or exit
the gaae. One tiae it restarted and the gate opened al¬
lowing ae through to continue the gaae, and the other tiae
it would not restart.
Upon choosing the exit aode, ay
gaae was not saved and I lost all the points and aoaentua
of a nuaber of hours of play. Incidentally, there is a
coaaand that allows for saving a gaae ia progress.
Even with the one glitch in the prograa, I believe
this gaae to be well worth the retail price (approx. $35)
for the aaount of pleasurable playing tiae that it will
produce. In a ranking of all the gaaes that I have played
and liked, I would rate Geastone Warrior by SSI, 8 out of
a possible 10.

COMPUTER QUARTERBACK
Reviauad by Greg Black
aSBSSSSBSBBSSSSSBSSBSSSBSBSSSSSBSBSBSaaa

So aaybe the "big" gaae on Monday Night Football is
only slightly aore interesting than wristwrestling froa
Petaluaa, Ca. Don't despair! How would you like to draft
your own teaa with $3 aillion to spend on players, and
draft your opponent as well? You can with the second edi¬
tion of Coaputer Quarterback froa SSI.
Coaputer Quarterback is a real-tiae coaputer strategy
football gaae. With your ATARI you can sit down by your¬
self or with a friend and call the plays. The coaputer is
the tiaekeeper, referee, and line judge. Plays are chosen
by nuaber via joystick and the results are displayed on¬
screen.
CQ has three "scenarios", a solitaire version (in
Seai-Pro), two player Seai-Pro, and Pro, The distinctions
aaong and features for each will be discussed during the
course of this review. The Seai-Pro is the easiest and
nay be played solitaire or by two players, so it will be
the starting point.
When the player decides which of the three versions
to play, the opportunity to generate "unique" or standard
teaas is offered. If unique teaas are not chosen standard
teaas default.
The unique teaas gives the player the
chance to "buy" positions for the teaa. A budget of $3
aillion is given and of course if you elect to take an ex¬
pensive QB or Back than less than average players aust be
chosen to balance. You can draft several teaas per "teaa"
disk. SSI also has teaa disks based on actual NFL teaas
for the 1984 season which can be purchased separately. In
the solitaire version you can play the ROBOTS or an oppo¬

nent you have drafted.
Hard-copy of teaa qualities and
play assignaents of any unique teaa Bay be Bade froa aost
80 coluan dot-aatrix printers.
In the Seai-Pro version there are 14 defensive and 18
offensive plays and each are nicely charted on a double
sided card stock play sheet. There are 36 offenses and 24
defenses in the Pro version als with a play sheet. The
aanual has a section describing both offensive and defen¬
sive plays and strategies. The Seai-Pro version has play
nuabers assigned, but these Bay be individually reassigned
or coaputer assigned when teaas are chosen. Uhen playing
with a second person plays should be reassigned because
they play nuabers appear on the display. A hard copy aay
be aade of the play assignaents.
Play nuabers are input with the joystick while the
tiaedock ticks away. Plays aay be changed until the 30
second clock expires but after a teaa is set this has the
saae effect as an audible, which aay Bean confusion and
blown plays. The display indicates line ups with X’s and
Q's that show the actual foraations when the offense sets.
Actual play execution is not shown but a brief narrative
description is displayed. 1 would have liked to see the
execution onscreen and its lack does take away soae exciteaent. Previous plays for both sides are displayed at
the top of the screen above the score board. A field to
the left of the screen indicates ball placeaent and first
down aarker. Tiae outs aay be called by each side or the
officials. Official tiae outs coae in handy when trying
to react to the pressure of the 30 second clock and you
are studying your play sheet! A longer clock is offered
as an option at the beginning of the gaae.
A nice touch offered is the "gaae fila." This is a
print out of the tiae, down, play and other pertinent
stats for each teaa after each down. This is really use¬
ful for exaaining previous gaaes and opponent’s tenden¬
cies. Regrettably, this is only available in the Pro ver¬
sion.
Provision is aade for penalties, fuables and inter¬
ceptions which occur randoaly.
Interceptions are aore
predictable depending on the pass play or coverage se¬
lected.
Probabilites for incoapleted passes and out of
bounds runs and passes are given as well.
An "average
gain" chart is provided that is helpful in deteraining
likely results of specific offensive plays against defen¬
sive plays. The Pro version also allows for special de¬
fensive alignaent (tight, spread, or standard) and double
teaaing ends or flankers.
Coaputer Quarterback is a good strategy gaae which
faailiarizes the player with the aerits of different plays
and sets. I was sorry that the gaae fila was United to
the Pro version because it would add to the Seai-Pro as
well. The inability to see plays actually execute haapers
strategy adjustaent after downs and this is ay only aajor
criticisa. The draft and the ability to store teaas with
varying strengths is an excellent feature that provides
enough variety to keep the gaae interesting.
It also
gives the player the chance to try a shot at coaching a
favorite teaa. COMPUTER QUARTERBACK retails froa STRATE¬
GIC SIMULATIONS, INC. for $39.95. The 1984 NFL Teaas disk
is $15.
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of wires into your stereo amplifier and the other into
your personal computer.

Th* CD Report
by Qmorgm Languor thy
Optical

Disc

JLSIfclSI

Publishing

HI!! I'm very pleased to share my enthusiasm and in¬
tonation about the birth of an industry: optical disc
publishing.
First, a little about ae. I live and work in a sub¬
urb of Kansas City, have a Bachelor of Arts and H. S. in
Retailing degrees froa Eastern schools. I'm new to the
World of ATARI. I've been a snail business data process¬
ing student, prograaaer, aanager using edp and high tech¬
nology analyst, starting off with IBM punched card ac¬
counting aachines.
Hy point of view is that of a knowledgeable user.
Soaetiaes for fun, soaetiaes for aoney, I’ve studied tech¬
nology since the '50’s. I look for what is available now
and coning up to serve ay, ay business’s or ay client's
needs.
Though I have preferences, I’a not tied to any
particular brand of hardware or software. Currently, the
Atari 260/520 ST single user and DEC HicroVAX II 32 bit
aultiuser supernicro coaputers are the "hottest1 in their
respective narkets, so say I.
If you'd like to chat or
write, I can be reached at 6025 Hartway, 1111, Hission, KS
66202, (913) 722-0101 <24h).

Optical Disk Heaory; CD-ROH - What Is It? It’s darn
near magic!Each 4.3/4,*,("i20»i).Compact digital audio
Disc, abbreviated CD, holds 14+ billion bits of raw data.
When foraatted into 270,000 blocks of 2,048 bytes each,
the total capacity is 550 megabytes. Look at one when you
go into a record store.
Notice the diffraction grating
effect. The one aicron data "spots" aake a track three
ailes long.
How Did CD-ROH Coae About? Why is my new LP record
or tape a whole bunch of bits? Over ten years and $600
million ago N. V. Phillips, Hagnavox in the USA, and Sony
Corporation decided that laser technology was the best
available with which to develop a "perfect" replacement
for LP records and cassette tapes. Digital laser recording
and reproduction allows audio signals from 20 to 20,000
hertz to be reproduced + or _ 1 db and without distortion.

Hhat About ATARI? Reporting on the Chicago June Con¬
sumer Electronics Show, {several industry magazines said
Atari had the most significant new product. Atari demon¬
strated a prototype CD-ROH disc drive and controller
plugged into a color 520 ST. Atari plans to have it's $499
CD-ROM drive and controller out before the end of 1985.
Hhat Data Base Hill Be Out First? Srolier, Inc. and
Activenture Corp., Honterey, CA demonstrated a 21 volume
encyclopedia on CD-ROH. This took up less than 1/4 of the
capacity of the CD-ROH disc. All seven references to
"toothache" were displayed in under 10 seconds. Uhen the
520 ST searched, it didn’t have to cover each word of the
entire 21 volumes. It looked at an index of the 141,000
separate words. After each word were pointers to the loca¬
tions of all blocks containing that word. This software
was written under Digital Research’s 6EH for the Atari ST.
It appeared to work very well with the prototype CD-ROH
and data base disc. At Chicago National Computer Confer¬
ence in July, Srolier announced that the IBH version of
the encyclopedia will sell for $199 list in the fall 1985.
Hhv Hill The CD-ROH Cause a Revolution in Publishing?
As Tom R. Halfhill, Editor, COMPUTE said in the August
1985 issue, "To think of a CD simply as an efficient way
to store mass amounts of data is to miss the point...a CDROH (system) can find the slightest, most obscure fact in
a massive database in less time than it takes you to pull
a book off a shelf and flip it open to the index."
CD-ROH is 1/1000 the cost of paper at one penny a
page. Hanufacturing cost is $2.70 each including the box.
Hicrofilm and microfiche are at least 100 times costlier.
A 500 megabyte computer disk drive and controller are 30
times Atari's proposed $500 cost. CD-ROH is by far the
lowest cost way to store and retrieve from large amounts
of information.
Even more significant is the accessability to any
specific item in a few seconds. Uith proper indexing and
software on the disc, you can do a free text search of ev¬
erything in the data base. Boolean searches of multiple
words next to each other, in same sentence, in same para¬
graph, on same page and in same article are all available
under the Atari/Activenture software.

How Does It Work? Two channels each are sampled
44,000 times per second at 256 loudness levels. Each sam¬
ple is then recorded as an 8 bit word. Information theory
states that a sampling rate double the highest frequency
allows 100Z of the information in the original analog sig¬
nal to be stored and recreated. The CD holds up to 75 min¬
utes of perfectly reproduced music.

That’5 Awesome! Hhat Next? The first byte of each
block is an 8 bit status indicator. It tells the computer
which of any of 256 kinds of information are contained in
the following block. Single frame b/w and color pictures,
combined audio with text, and graphics are a few of the
possibilities.

A marvelous bonus results for we data types. Almost
all applied r It d, manufacturing and tooling costs are be¬
ing paid for by audiophiles! CD hi fi players now sell for
under $250. In 1986, you will be able to buy a combina¬
tion CD audio and CD-ROH player/disc drive for a hundred
or so dollars more than the CD audio alone. Plug one set

Denon has announced the SL-P15, a 51 disc capacity
multi CD audio player . It (ias CD-ROH output and a commu¬
nications card for external computer control. It is
16x8x16, will be available around Christmas 1985, and car¬
ries a $1,500 price tag. Here could be a 50,000 volume,
word by word indexed, reference library the size of your
stereo hi fi receiver. In under 15 seconds, you could
(Continued on Page 13)
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by M.

Evan

Bvt»s

Brooks
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ORIGINS '85 was held on June 27-30 at the Towson Uni¬
versity CanpUs (near Baltimore, HD). The annual National
Wargaaing Convention is the warganer’s equivalent of the
CES. Hhat is aost interesting is that coaputer wargaaes
are rapidly expanding their hold on the hobby. In 198081, coaputer wargaaes were an isolated sideshow; today,
they are an integral part of the hobby.
This writer spent auch of his tiae with the coaputer
wargaaers at the Convention. Host of the faaous designers
were there (with the exception of Chris Crawford).
The
SSI staff and their designers were present in force -Gary Grigsby, Chuck Kroegel, etc. What was aost interest¬
ing to this writer was the approachability of the staff;
both Joel Billings (SSI President) and his designers are
personable individuals, who aake a sincere effort to
please the hobbyists. By the tiae this appears, SSI will
have released Colonial Conquests, a siaulation covering
the colonialist expansion of the Nineteenth Century.
Gamers expecting a coaputer siaulation of Pax Brittanica
(Victory Gaaes) will be disappointed; the gaae is an aaalgaa of Risk and Diploaacy.
Although aore introductory
than this writer would have liked, it still sounds inter¬
esting.
A fuller review will be made after it is re¬
leased.
Hicroprose Software was also present in force.
In
fact, their advertising aight be deemed too forceful -"11 in Simulation Design", "cutting edge of computer
wargaming", etc.
Hicroprose is going into the software
market in a large way -- having released Crusade in Eu¬
rope, Decision in the Desert is soon to follow.
Future
releases will be Kennedy Approach (aircraft controllers,
with excellent sound [but no possibility of a PATCO
stike?]. Silent Service (submarine warfare), Gunship
(modern helicopter warfare), etc.
This writer's impres¬
sion of the Hicroprose staff is aore guarded.
Dr. Ed
Bever, the historical analyst for Crusade in Europe, was
just very personable. His credentials (Ph.D. in history
and formerly on the faculty at Princeton University) give
credence to his efforts.
However, the marketing staff
seeas a bit hyper and soeawhat condescending to hobbyists.
As a relatively new company, Hicrorpose is still suffering
growing pains.
Host of its previous designs were the
product of its founder/designer.
Its new expansion nay
turn the company’s attitude into a aore approachable one.
GDU was showing off Chicaaauga (already released), as
well as a test copy of its new Roaael computer gaae. How¬
ever, although the gaaes are complex, the graphics are
priaitive, and very truthfully, at this tine, they do not
appear to be state of the art. Scrolling in these gaaes
causes a flicker, and the spector of pixels detaching
themselves as an amoeba-like extension representing armies
on the march is not awe-inspiring. Gamers have come to
expect certain things from gaaes; having additional coaplexities in historical accuracy are needed, but at the
cost of nice graphics, the trade-off may be too high.
Tine will tell...

Australian Design 6roup (of Carriers at Har) showed
off their new air war gaae Europe Ablaze. Sadly, none of
their efforts are Bade for the Atari as yet (the Atari ma¬
chine has not penetrated into Australia; the Commodore is
king Down Under).
Also, their Carriers at War received
the Charles Award for best Coaputer 6aae of the Year.
Atari owners, you will have to be patient.
This writer
spent some tine with the staff, and they are considering
the possibility of conversions.
Other companies were present. Car Hars and Ogre are
being planned releases through Steve Jackson 6ames (again,
not for the Atari). Also, most interestingly, sone inde¬
pendents showed up at the Convention.
D.K.6. showed a
World War II gaae (graphics sinilar to Eastern Front, but
supposedly aore complex).
At $40 per copy, their sales
appeared minimal; the lack of a track record and advertis¬
ing appears to be a death knell in the market. The indus¬
try has passed the days of the instant designer coning out
of nowhere and marketing a success by himself. In fact,
D.K.G. was looking at potential marketing by soae of the
aore established concerns (e.g. SSI, Avalon Hill, etc.).
One final note:
Joel Billings made an interesting
observation. When queried as to why no Hech Brigade for
the Atari, he stated that Atari owners were quite vocifer¬
ous and vocal, but their noney did not natch their mouths.
The marketplace is driven by the dollar, and not by the
spoken or written word. Thus, conversions are slowed down
or deleted altogether. [Note: SSI still plans to support
the Atari!
bbsbbsbsbssbbbsbsbbbbbbbbbsbsbsbbsbbbbbb

Optical Disc Publishing (Continued froa Page 12)
find whatever you wanted from 27 gigabytes, or 13.5 mil¬
lion computer pages at the cost of a 40 meg disk drive.
For aore information, please read or contact:
COHPUTE. August 1985, page 16; ‘Honster Heaory". Describes
the potential of CD-ROH and has more technical data.
DIGITAL AUDIO; monthly magazine; September 1984 ff issues
fhave CD-ROH articles by Bryan Brewer. Address is Digital
Audio, Peterborough, NH 03458-1194.
DIGITAL AUDIO; book by Nakajiaa and others; TAB paperback
$11.95; Describes the format and error correcting scheme
for the compact digital audio disc. A aust if you want to
know exactly what CD’s and CD-ROH’s are.
OPTICAL DISC READ ONLY HEHORY FORUH: October 23-25, 1985,
Arlington, VA.
Sponsored by Learning Technology Insti¬
tute, Warrenton, VA 703-347-0055.
LTI is a non-profit
public interest corporation.
It has been actively con¬
ducting programs in laser disc technology since 1979. Pub¬
lished proceedings, exhibits, panels and paper presenta¬
tions. Go if you aight use CD-ROH systems in your work.
I’a presenting a paper. Call for information. Fee.
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ACT X ON !
by Jon

Amt.tubtr.

Acti on

1985

Position(p,rowers) PrintE(text)

Smith

RETURN

This aonth’s Action! Action offers, a break fro* the tutor¬
ial-style that previous instalments have offered.
In¬
stead, I'll present five Miscellaneous Action routines
that are ready for use in your own programs. The routines
range fro* very si»ple to *ore complex. The Action code
for each routine will follow the description.

3. PROC Wait
When called, the Wait routine will wait a specified aaount
of tiae before returning. The length of the pause is aeasured in tenths of seconds.
The foraat for Wait is:

1. PROC InverseLine

Wait(CARD tenths)

This procedure will allow you to invert all forty charac¬
ters on a line in graphics *ode zero (standard text node).
This is aainly useful in naking your progra* look aore
professional. Inverting a line that has already been in¬
verted will restore the line to its original for*.
One
suggested application of this routine is to highlight op¬
tions that have been selected in a progra*.

The para»eter 'tenths’ contains the nuaber of tenths of
seconds to wait. The call to wait one second would be:
Wait(10)
Likewise, the call to wait one ainute would be:
Wait(£00)

The foriat used to call InverseLine is:

PROC Wait(CARD tenths)
BYTE dock=20

Inverselyne(BYTE line)
The paraaeter 'line' contains the line to be inverted (023).
PROC InverseLine(BYTE line)
CARD savasc=$58,addr,i
BYTE x

WHILE tenths>0 DO
dock=0 DO UNTIL dock>5 0D
tenths==-l 0D
RETURN

4. BYTE FUNC Console

IF line<0 OR line>23 THEN RETURN FI
addr=sav*sc+(1inet40)
FOR i=addr TO addr+39 DO
x=Peek(i) x==+*80
Poke(i,x)
0D

This routine allows you to read the status of the console
keys aore easily (START, SELECT, and OPTION).
The foraat for calling the Console routine is:
x=Console()

RETURN

The variable ’x' contains the value returned by the FUNCtion Console. The value will range fro* 0 to 6:

2. PROC Center
This routine is also very straight-foward.
It is to be
used just like the Action libraries' PrintE, except that
the text printed will be centered on the screen. Again,
this routine is to be used only in standard text *ode.
The for*at for the centering routine is:
Center(CHAR ARRAY text)
Character array ’text’ contains the text to be printed.
If the text sent to PROC Center is longer than forty char¬
acters (the aaxiaua screen width), the text will not be
centered. Instead, it will be printed by the Action li¬
braries' PrintE routine.
PROC Center(CHAR ARRAY text)
BYTE t,p,rowcrs=$54
IF text(0)>40 THEN PrintE(text) FI
t=text(0)/2 p=20-t

Value
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Keys pressed
START, SELECT, and OPTION
SELECT and OPTION
START and OPTION
OPTION only
START and SELECT
SELECT only
START only

The routine will not be exited until all console keys have
been released. This is to insure that there is no key re¬
peat. Hith key repeat, pressing a console key for an in¬
stant could register in your progra* as having been
pressed several tiaes.
BYTE FUNC Consoled
BYTE value,consol=53279,i
DO
value=consol
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dconndM302,
dstats-$303
CARD dbuflo=$304,
dauxl-*30A

UNTIL value<>7 OD
DO
FOR i=i TO 20 DO OD
UNTIL consol=7 OD
RETURN (value)

5. BYTE FUNC Sector 10
This is a sore advanced routine allowing you to perform
direct sector 10 functions with a single density disk
drive.

dcosnd =
dunit *
dbuflo ■
dauxl =
ddevic «
dskinvO

connand
unit
buffer
sector
dunit + 48

RETURN (dstats)

The format used to call SectorlO is:
x=SectorIOtBYTE
BYTE
CARD
CARD

That wraps up this month’s edition of Action! Action. I
hope you find the routines listed in this article useful.
If you have questions, comments, or suggestions (especial¬
ly suggestions), please call me at (703)437-8652 or find
me at Novatari meetings. Until next nonth, keep up the
Action.

command,
unit,
buffer,
sector)

The parameter 'command' should equal one of the following:

Value Function_
$52
$57
$50
(faster)

Read sector
Write sector with verify
Write sector without verify

The parameter 'unit' should contain the number of the disk
drive you wish to access (1-4).
The address of the 10 buffer is the parameter called
’buffer.' This is location where the data to be used in
the sector 10 is found. The buffer should be 128 bytes
long. If you choose to use a BYTE ARRAY as a buffer, you
can use a POINTER instead of an actual address. For exam¬
ple:
BYTE ARRAY buffer(127)
BYTE POINTER bufpointer
To get the address of the buffer, use:
bufpointer=buffer(0)
The variable 'bufpointer' would then contain the address
of your array. Obviously, the parameter called 'sector'
holds the number of the sector to be read or written.
After the 10 is completed, variable 'x' will contain a
value. If it is 1, then the 10 was successful. Any other
value will be a system error number, listed in your disk
drive manual.

BYTE FUNC SectorI0(BYTE command,
BYTE unit,
CARD buffer,
CARD sector)
BYTE ddevicM300,
dunit=$301,
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by Bracm Blmkm
Q—Modern

and

Q—Term

(Buantum Microsystems, Inc., P.0. Box 179, Liverpool, NY
13088-0179, (315) 451-7747 1149.95 Retail. Requires:
ATARI computer with 48K RAM, one disk drive, tone or pulse
phone service. Works with: ATARI 400, 800, 800IL, 800X1,
1200X1, 130XE. ATARI 1200XL requires nodilicetion.)
I saw the add for the B-NODEH in ANAL06 on the back
of the ANALOG TCS users guide. Their add sounded too good
to be true, so I called the*, and they said their node*
would do everything advertised and *ore. So I pluoped
down «y Money on April 22, on June 6 it finally arrived.
Six weeks is a long wait and when it arrived I was hoping
it was worth the wait.
Uhat you get for your noney is a 300-baud direct-con¬
nect node* that can be upgraded to 300/1200 baud opera¬
tion, the 8-TERN software that makes the node* shine, and
an R: handler that will let you use the fl-HBDEH with your
favorite BBS program. The R: handler forks perfectly with
AN0BEN 4.2 and AH0DEH 7. The manual is on the back of the
disk.
The 6-HDDEH is very easy to connect. It has one ca¬
ble and two sockets on the 4x5xi-l/2 inch box. The cable
goes into the ATARI daisy chain and one of the sockets is
to continue the chain. The other socket is for the modu¬
lar telephone cable that is provided. There is no power
supply, it draws its power from the ATARI. One less power
supply and one less on/off switch to worry about.

be *ade into a nini BBS. EDIT is a snail text editor, but
it is not finished. SET-UP is where you select how B-TEM
will be configured. HELP will let you read FILENANE.HLP
files.
DIAL is where vou sake up a directory of the 18 bulletin
boards you call *ost. You can pulse or tone dial. Speed
pulse dialing and long distance access are also supported.
You can even have the dialer redial the number every 30
seconds until a node* answers. Nice when ARHUDIC gets
busy. The dialer will do so*e other things too. When you
select your nuaber, fi-TERH will load a BBSNAHE.SET file to
configure the system to the BBS's needs. You set up this
file in the SET-UP section.
You can also set up a
BBSNAHE.KEY file that will load a set of MACROS. There is
even a provision for B-TERM to log you on automatically.
I have not figured that part out yet. It is the best autodialer I have seen.
The AM8MEB section will let you set your coaputer up as a
•ini BBS, Answer the phone and log a message to the
printer, etc. There is a disk available with a customized
AMIS BBS program for the B-M0BEM.
EBIT is not ready yet, so you can only read text files in
this section. When finished it will be a small text edi¬
tor to set up text files and the like.

Em is

the section you use to configure the BBSNAHE.SET
file for each BBS you call. You have the following func¬
tions to define.
TRANSLATION
DUPLEX/ECHO
PARITY
BAUD RATE
LINE FEEDS
CD WAIT TINE
ANSHER RING «
FILE TRANSFER
USE X-0N/X-0FF
<CR> PAUSE
TOUCH TABLET
COURSER BLINK
SCREEN COLOR
TEXT BRIGHTNESS
INVERT VIDEO
LEFT MARGIN
RIGHT HAR6IN
COLUMN SIZE

The software is booted without BASIC.
The first
screen you are shown is the main menu with following
selections.

DIAL
ANSWER
EDIT
SET-UP

Hap
I went straight for HELP. The HELP section told me
to turn the disk over and read those HELP files. There
were 15 (CLP files. 15 ffiLP files on disk are no help so
I rebooted the system with ATARIHRITER and printed them.
Then I was ready to go. They told me many things,
1. I will get the final version of the software when it is
completed.
2. Hhat software does and does not work yet.

«
«
==
==
==
«
==
«
«
*=
==
«
"
==
==
==
«
==

ATARI ASCII OTHER
HALF/ON or FULL/OFF
NO ODD EVEN HARK SPACE
From 110 to 1200
APPEND DON'T APPEND
0 to 99 Seconds
0 to 9
NONE X-M0DEH CIS
YES NO
0 to 99 Seconds
ATARI or KOALA
OFF SL0H FAST
BLUE BLACK GREEN GOLD
L0H MED HIGH
YES NO
0 to 3
37 to 39
40 64 80

As you can see, you can set B-TERM to work with any
BBS, and fl-TERH will be configured automatically for you
when you select the BBS in the DIAL section.
HELP will let you read text files that end in .HLP.
The files are presented 16 lines at a time and then the
system waits for you to push (RETURN).

3. Harranty information and the like.
4. Make backups of the disk.
Nothing is copy-protected so no problem there.
Nhat does each menu selection do: DIAL will autodial your
numbers and load a SET-UP file and a set of MACROS if you
have defined them. ANSWER will answer the phone and can

The MACRO functions are defined in the terminal mode.
A bit of a pain because you must be logged on to a BBS to
do the defining, saving, and loading. You can have 38
MACRBs defined. Numbers and letters can be used. They
are invoked by pushing (OPTION) and the key. The MACROS
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you construct can use the 24 MACRO Key Conuands. These
are special couands that can aake your MACROS into ssall
prograus. Hi thin the MACRO file you can progran a MACRO
to answer the phone or automatically log you on to your
favorite BBS. Wien completed this will be the uost power¬
ful part of 8-TERM.
There is a 300/1200 Baud upgrade in the works and
that will make the 8-HODEH an even better value. The up¬
grade will cost 079.00, and it should be ready 1 July. I
plan to get it and review it as soon as possible. The 8HOBEM will be available with the 1200 baud option in¬
stalled for 0229.95
Is H-H0BEM with 8-TERN worth 0149.95? VES, for
price it can't be beat. You get a couplet# BBS systeu
me price. It has a learning tiae of about two days
once you have a handle on it, it is very easy to use.
also takes much of the druogery out of BBSing with
AUTODIALER and the MACRO functions. The 300/1200 baud
tion will nabe it an even Tiettervalue.

Recycle Your Printer Ribbons
NEW AND RECYCLED FOR THE
HOME COMPUTER
Ribbons for:
Atari
Apple
Panasonic
Epson
Gemini t OX
As Well As Others

the
for
but
It
the
op¬

SAVE UP TO 50%
• High Quality
• Supplies for All Systems
• Fast Service

AUTOMATED
OFFICE
PRODUCTS
6218 Baltimore Avenue
Riverdale. Maryland 20737
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BBS

mwmwmmmwmwmwmwmmmm

Washinaton DC (202)
BYTE SHOP.
COMET (F0REH)......
CPEUS CBBS.
MAYBERRY MADNESS BBS....
UNITED FEDERATION OF PLANE 362-8984
Ptar viand (30U
AN THAI HOHSF. 546-0195
THE BOARD. ...671-3494
CAL COM.
CLASSIFIED BBS.
COMMODORE MANIA!.
DERAN8EB EXCHANGE.
DIViftIfi BOARD. 788-3539
DRAGON'S DEN BBS.
DRA60NFIRE BBS...
FLAGSHIP..
F0REH...
FUNHOUSE BBS.
JS COMPUTING..
JUDGE'S CHAMBERS.

LAUREL RCP/H....953-3753
LUCK OF THE IRISH. ..871-7339
ZQRK II BBS (ATARI ONLY) 460-9594
«*r.fl|ae_.C2Qai
ABYSS BBS. .354-6368
AP0C0LYPSE BBS.. .759-6526
ARHUDIC. .569-8305
ATTIC... .471-1809
BUCKINGHAM DATA. .569-1949
BUNGLING EMPIRE BBS. .574-9464
CLUBHOUSE... .364-8617
COVER'S CAVE...451-0297
ELECTRONIC AGE BBS. .620-0851
-FIREFALL.. .765-2491
6ALLIFRY... .256-3223
GRAVEYARD.. .396-4137
GROUND ZERO. .430-8554
IMFOEXXX.. .843-5121
LUNA CITY.. .455-9248
NA6US/ABBS.. .471-0610
MAI MOSS HOTLINE. .683-3944
MERLIN'S LITTERBOX. .250-7303
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METAL SHOP BBS.
H0BIUS STRIP....
H0S EISLEY.
0LDE TOWNS EXCHANGE..
OFFICER'S CLUB...
PADDED ROOM BBS..
PIE STORE [ATARI'S ONLY]
PIRATES PLANK III....
PIRATES PLANK IIII
RED CABOOSE..........
SECRET BBS.
SHITCHBOARD_....
TYSON'S CORNER..
VUL6AR UNICORN.
UNITE SANDS BBS
GROUND 0 BBS.

941-4158
356-2242
620-5309

425-1234

Qfrhtr jjj of In1rftrttfe»
A.N.A.L.0.6..TCS.
ATARI, INC..BBS....408-745-5308
COMPUSERVE.............703-352-7500
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screens. As you've probably guessed by now, this
page Mas produced using rweseriER and Nhite Lion's
utility pack described below. Sawe sawples of other
rmesermi fonts follow:
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B<* Jack Holtzhauer • IMOUG
As usual, this cgIumd is devoted to new products
for the ATARI actually appearing on dealer’s
shelves. Except where evident, descriptions and
clams are those provided by the Manufacturer.
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They’re here! .No need to describe then! They’ve- ■
been featured in the last several editions of ANTIC
and ANALOG, et al. Systems received through users'
groups.and now being offered b» dealers have the
, operating systew and GEN on disk and cone bundled
with LOGO. BASIC,.at no additional cost, and the
| OS in BON are proNised soon.
Cuprsnt ssstae are available in two configurations
-.-with a 640x400 NonochroNe Monitor at $800 or
with a 640x200 color Monitor at $300. Don’t look
for deep discounts on these packages in the near
future. ATARI is allegedly closely Monitoring
sales in an effort to
dealer prices in line.

PRICED RT $23.99
This three-disk _et, written by Ira Bricloian, is
billed as the
—e per___
erfect crutch ft'or the rtnesrrwr
user. One
_____
_ ___.r ewr
disk.provides __
layout grids
for wiii
both the
65 and 138 versions' (jb» later right corner )'.' The
second offers ten new character and 83 new border
fonts, the latter including vertical, horizontal
niu
IKI Sjcatjfioi
nyaiilf the
U"S inverse vcnnuli
tj
and wi
corner
designs. Again,
versions of
ized. The third
.
borders Maybe utilized.
disk includes
41 icons which can be transferred to your rmesera5P pages. The disks are not protected, very
reasonably priced, and include docuNentation files
which can be duwped to printer, sowa sample icons
are shown below:

If you’ve heard horror stories about the high inci¬
dence of defective units reoeived by users' groups,
you’ve heard right! Of the three units initially
received by NACU6, all failed to operate on initial
poeer-up. a call to atari received a pro*»t reponse and Me got tea norking within a couple of
«««**> although one later failed - never to be re¬
vived. The prgbieM? The story has it that tape
was used to help seat two of the larger ic’s aid
that cold teRPeratures experienced during air ship¬
ment .caused the adhesive on the tape to Fail, un**at*ns lt¥ ohlps; lf!
case, we arranged for
ATARI to ship replacewents by UPS and to pick up
the cripples at the sane tine. Both rtpiacewmts
worked fine on arrival and the owners have
experienced no problems since.

1WESEI1EB

XIEHI
PO BOX 5228
SPIIHCFIEM, Vfll 22150
PRICED RT $34.95 (DISCOUNTS AUAILflBLE)

rt^VTiflfWViTWVWVWVVWVWVVflfWVWVVVH/VflfWVVlfWVVVfWVlfiPWVVVVVWVV^

Released by Linda and Nike Barnes of XLEMT Software
and written bu Len Ocrfwan & Dennis young, all of
whow previously colaborated in bringing us JVteemsjmsvjsee. CN Jun 85), rmeser/B? allows the
user to "cowpose a page using the nrxinun resolu¬
tion of the printer as oppossed to the waxiwuw re¬
solution (320X1321 of the ATARI howe cowputer."
JfSJSLS0 a dowble-siiied disk with rmEser/Bi ss
(™<x624 res)for 4BK ATARI’S on one side and nrvrsrrmt 130 (768x672 res) for the atari 130XE on
the other, this package "is one of the Most power¬
ful graphics tools available for any Micro - and
uery first coNwercial prograw available for the
130XE cowputer." The prograw includes 17 character
Fonts and 52 border designs (104 when you count the
iiMsixe
vtsi
inverse versions),
available in eight heighths.
A graphics editor is also supplied and the prograw
allows the user to load standard 7* and 8 graphics
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PRICED RT $39.95 (DISCOUNTS RURIURBLE)
MOBHHEEl, a disk/book duo, is a horse of a differcolor - an "electronic novel.” According to Synapse,
the electronic navel "picks up where the printed
word leaves off . . . by combining the novel on the
printed page with the dynawic technology of the
cowputer, we have.discovered a rewarkable new entertainwent experience - a fictional universe con- "
slantly changing, with you in the center of the
action. Vou leap Frow the first printed chapters
in (the) book to the screen of your howe cow¬
puter. The adventure picks up on diskette,
pulling you into an excitingly vivid, actionpacked world. Vour intuition and the choices
you wake determine what happens next, how
... the novel unfolds ."
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Nw Products - Continued
HINDWHEEL’s plot? Sinple. 'The Federated nations
have collapsed.. Lennon City-Tokyo, Feingrad, Nuevo-Paris
are teeaing with strife and violence. In Capitol City,
seventy thousand crazed rioters start the Washington
Honuaent.
As the weapons of oblivion assemble on the
horizon, the long-feared apocalypse seens inevitable. The
bowling; detested crowd shrieks for action. Only Doctor
Virgil understands the narrow, nysterious path to your
civilization's survival. But Virgil desperately seeks a
Hind Adventurer!* Ouess who?

BASIC XE
Optimized Systems Softwtrt, Inc.r 122IB
Kentwood Avenue, San Joae, CA 95129
Priced at $79.99 (discounts available)
*. . . the only programing language designed
especially for the Atari 130XE* finally hit local dealers
shelves on the first of August.
I picked up a copy the following day. But don't be
too quick to follow suit. I soon found that a couple of
the sinple conuands failed to work properly, so I called
OSS and was advised that they had detected a nunber of
bugs in the original version (4.0) and that an update
(Ver. 4.1) was in the works.
Surprised that an OSS product could be so fatally
flawed that it required extensive revision alnost before
the ink on the box was dry? So was I. Whatever happened
to beta testing? Whoever’s doing it needs to be replaced
by a pinch-hitter. Why not sooeone fron IMAGE? Couldn't
we beta betta? You betcha!
Anything in defense of OSS? Yep, a couple of things.
OSS is one of the feu software houses actively supporting
the ATARI and their 'warranty* policy on products is
sonewhat unusual.
They offer, of course, the near¬
standard 90 day warranty on defective nedia.
If your
progran disk or cartridge is found to be defective in
'aaterial and/or worknanship*, they'll replace it for you.
But they go a step further. Any cartridge-based product
can be returned to a participating dealer within ten days
of purchase for a full refund.
In other words,
satisfaction is guaranteed.
With specific regard to BASIC XE (Ver. 4.0), Hark
Taketa of OSS advises purchasers of this product can
proceed in one of two ways: a) if purchased fron a
participating dealer, return the product for a cash refund
and pick up version 4.1 when available; or b) return the
cartridge and disk to OSS and they’ll ship you an update.
Hark says OSS also intends to contact everyone who subnits
T Version 4.0 registration card to ensure they receive
updates.
Oh, by the way. How can you tell whether the copy
you’re buying is the updated version? You’re right. You
can’t tell fron looking at the packaging. You'll have to
boot it up to see if it's version 4.0 or 4.1.

LATE REPORT: I just received ny version 4.1 update.
One of the sinple conuands (INVERSE) which didn't function
properly in the original issue still fails to execute the
way it should. Upon execution, this comand is supposed
to send all text to the screen in inverse video. It does.
But it fails to recognize 'line fees* and nerely prints
carriage returns as escape characters. The text fills
each screen line and wraps to the next line when forced.
Another call to OSS during which I spoke to Hike
Fitch. Hike explained that this bug is cartridge related
and would probably not be corrected in the near future.
He knew of no other cartridge related probleas. He did
report, however, that two other bugs had been found which
had not been corrected on the new 4.10 disk. One involves
nathenatical coaputations using a negative exponent —
results will not be accurate. The second involves the use
of transcendental functions in a FOR/NEXT loop.
For
exaaple, the instruction 'FOR X*1 TO L06(V)* should be
avoided. These bugs are being corrected on version 4.11
of the extension disk due for release shortly.

THE HALLEY PROJECT
Tom 8nyd*r Productions, Mindscap*, Inc.,
344 Bund** Road, Northbrook, IL £0062
Priced at $39.99 (discounts available)
The HALLEY PROJECT, a nission in our Solar Systea, is
produced by a subsidiary of SFN, 'one of the nation’s
leading educational publishers for close to a hundred
years. (This product) illustrates Hindscape's dedication
to producing challenging coaputer sofware than coabines
the best in entertaiaent value.* The scenario is not too
unusual. You want to be a starship pilot, but the powers
that be deaand that you first prove your suitability by
'locating and landing on planets and noons, which nove
across your coaputer screen in nuch the sane way that they
nove across our Solar Systea.* Features are said to
include advanced coaputer technology that creates a realtine siaulation of our Solar Systea, an accurate aodel for
learning facts about . . . gravity, ataospheric
conditions, orbital notion, relative size, position and
orbits of planets and noons, location of constellations,
how eclipses workT and HaTley Cosset and its orbit. The
progran records the pilot’s progress and fastest tiae, and
features high resolution graphics.

ON—TRACK
GAHESTAR/ACTIVISION
Priced at $29.99 (discounts available)
Heant to siaulate the slot-car racing sets found
under aany Christaas trees in the past couple of decades,
this new gaae offers the player 'true head-to-head
coapetition against a chaapion coaputer racer or a friend
. . . go for great handling or turbo-speed ... on paved
tracks for predictable handling . . . dirt tracks for
slippery action.* You can choose fron two types of racing
- best tiae or aost distance. Drivers - - nan your cars!
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CODEWRX TER SERIES
Small Business Inventory
Salesman's Expense
Retail Invoice
Accounts RSceivable/Payable
Home Integrator
Atari Corpr Sunnyvale, CA
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- a CHECKBOOK BALANCER which keeps a record of all checks
you write. It keeps a running balance an allows searches
between specific dates, paynents to coupanies, whether
itens are tax deductible, etc.;
- a HOUSEHOLD INVENTORY which provides a record of your
household assets, purchase prices and replaceaent values,
serial nuuber, etc.
Searches nay be nade by iten,
location, price, etc^;

This relatively neu series of applications prograns
fro* the CodeHriter Corporation is being Marketed by ATARI
and range in price froa about $16.00 to $26.00.
All
require 48K, a disk drive and, to be useful, a printer.
There is no advertising Material available which would be
useful in deternining the specs of the various prograns
and the packaging offers no clues other than the prograa
titles, except for the HONE INTE6RAT0R package.
The
latter offers four separate nodules:

- a NAME AND ADDRESS BOOK which assists you in keeping
track of businss and personal acquaintances, addresses,
phone nunbers, spounses’ nanes, birthdays, etc. Searches
nay be nade by last nane, birthday, etc.;
- a RECIPE FILE which allows you to file recipes with
conplete directions, nunber of servings, etc. Searches
nay be conducted by nunber of calories, cost per serving,
food type, etc.

Washington's
Leading
ATARI Dealer
Local Dealer Price!

(301)948-0256

Featuring the full line
of ATARI products

Our Wide Array Of
Products Includes
Hardware |

|Software ■■■Accessories | ■■IAND MUCH MUCH MORE!|

Synapse
Atari
Infocom
Indus
Broderbund
Panasonic
Electronic Arts
Microbits
other monitors etc.
&C printers

Books
Magazines
Disks
Paper
Ribbons
Joysticks
etc.

EKG-&I

HOURS:
M,T,W,S—10-6
Th-Fri—10-8
Sun—12-5

THIS MONTH WE FEATURE

Bonus Disks —
11 Disks for $11.95
130XE in Stock.
Call Us For Atari Pricing.

Applied Computer Associates (301)948*0256
16220 Frederick Avenue,
At The Corner Of Route
Gaithersburg Md. 20879
And Shady Grove Road
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A ATARI

Power Without the Pricem

HARDWARE*********************

fill *11

ATARI

130XE.
1050.$165.99
800XL.» 79.99
1010 .9 49.99
520ST*CALL FOR PRICING*
WITH MONOCHROME
OR RGB MONITOR
INCLUDES 3.5 DRIVE
PRINTER OR MODEM CABLE
PLUS A BOX OF DISK
INDUS GT (FREE SW)....$239.99
RAMRODXL WITH OMNIMON.$99.00
OMNIVIEW FOR 800XL&130XE
(GIVES 80 COLUMNS)
^
(FREE WORDPROCCESSOR)$ 49.99
US DOUBLER-DD FOR 1050$ 59.99
HAPPY ENHANCEMENT.$179.99
PRINTERS*********************
CITIZEN MPS-10.$279.99
mpI-20III:If
EPS0N
Ficifs
I?!: I?
PANASONIC
KXP-1090..-$189.99
KXP-1091.$259.99
PRINTER UTILITIES************
PRINTSHOP
$33.99
EXTRA GRAPHICS FOR PRINTSHOP
PRINTSHOP (LIB1).$21.99
PRINTSHOP (LIB2).$21.99
MASUDA
( LI B1).$9.99
MASUDA
(LIB2).$12.99
TYPESETTER.$29.99
MEGAFONT 11 +.$22.99
PAGE DESIGNER.$27.99
PRINTWIZ.$27.99
HUMPTY-DUMPTY.$29.99
BUSINESS APPLICATIONS********
SYNCALC.$
SYNCALC TEMPLATES... $
SYNFILE.$
SYNSTOCK.$
SYNCOMM..*
SYNCRON.$
B/GRAPH.$
NETWORTH.. .$

39.99
15.99
39.99
35.99
35.99
35.99
49.99
59.99

LANGUAGES*******************
BASIC XL.*
BASIC XL TOOLKIT.$
BASIC XE.$
MAC65.9
MAC 65 TOOLKIT.$
ACTION.$
ACTION TOOLKIT.......$
4X FORTH..(520 ST>...$
LOGO.$
ASSEMBLER EDITOR.-$
MICROSOFT BASIC I....$
KYAN PASCAL...$
DRAPER PASCAL.$

59.99
27.99
59.99
69.99
27.99
59.99
27.99
97.95
24.99
39.99
39.99
§§.99
69.99

WORDPROCESSORS & ACCESSORIES
ATARI WRITER.$ 29.99
HOMEPAK.39.99
EXPRESS...(520 ST)...$ 45.99
LJK LETTER PERFECT...$ 49.99
LJK SPELL PERFECT-$ 39.99
SPELL WIZARD.$ 39.99
CUT&PASTE.$ 19.99
PAPERCLIP.$ 49.99
ENTERTAINMENT***************
DATASOFT
nn nn
BRUCE LEE..$ 29.99
MR.DO.* 29.99
SUPER ZAXXON.$ 29.99
ELECTRONIC ARTS
A
ARCHON.$ 19-99
PINBALL CONST.$ 19.99
M.U.L.E.19.99
MURDER ON ZIND..$ 19.99
MUSIC CONT.SET.$ 19.99
REALM/IMPOSSIBILITY..$ 19.99
HARD HAT MACK.$ 19.99
AXIS ASSASIN.$ 19.99
ONE ON ONE.$ 29.99
SEVEN CITIES OF GOLD.$ 29.99
INFOCOM
^
CUT THROATS.$ 29.99
ENCHANTER.$ 29.99
DEADLINE. .$ 29.99
INFIDEL.$ 29.99
SOCERER.$ 39.99
PLANTFALL.$ 29.99
ZORK I. II, III.EA$ 29.99
HITCHHIKER GUILD TO
THE GALAXY....$ 29.99
WITNESS.$ 29.99
DISK SALE-ASK FOR SPECIAL
BONUS.$8.59/BX

IE HU 5H1P HIV
703-494-3444 MEIM 643-1729
PRODUCT BV MRILQRQBt I Jhl Cl CPTOnklTPS 13670 16™00

onycnEDiT chd
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Ltirwinfl Through Logo
by Susan

Molff

Being asked to write a nonthly coluan on educational
coaputing and Logo in the schools is a bit overwhelaing to
say the least. One hardly knows where to begin. So nany
people are doing such a variety of exciting activities.
Suite a few of the Logo-involved classrooas that I have
cone across have had great aoaents.
Hy credentials for this task are diverse.
Host
r el event anong these nay be ay role as a dassroon teacher
for Fairfax County, Virginia, the training of other teach¬
ers I have done for the county in the use of computers and
Logo in their classrooas, and ay curriculua developaent
involvenent.
I would also like to believe that ny 'Learning
Through Logo* project this past year has been innovative.
I have been led to this conclusion by the consents of a
parade of observers who visited ny fifth grade dassroon.
&IL...

I wanted to give children an educational environnent

.ij

mi_

a
ad

TO CATS
CT
INTRO
PS. 1
PS. 2
PIC.l
P6.3
PS. 4

P6.4A
PS. 5
PIC. 2
PS. 6
PS. 7
PS. 8
END

0

TO PIC.l
CS FS HT
SETPOS C15 -10]
SETPOS [5 -153
PD
SETPOS [45 -153
SETPOS E5 -30]
SETPOS [-45 -303
PU

SETPOS [5 -15]
PD
SETPOS [-45 -303
SETPOS [-105 -153
SETPOS [-105 50]
SETPOS [-45 75]
SETPOS [15 50]
SETPOS [15 803
SETPOS [40 S03

1985

nauseun, write a conputer progran to share your knowledge
with others. They were challenged to design sone graphics
to illustrate concepts they had nastered and to share
their software with a friend. They gained knowledge in
the worning and used it in the afternoon. They left proof
of their newfound wisdon for posterity!
The children wrote software in social studies, sci¬
ence, reading, nath, language arts, and research topics.
They used the graphics capabilities of Logo as well as
nany list processing skills. Logo becane their word pro¬
cessor. The results were quite inpressive and denonstrate
how successful an intensive use of Logo can be.
This coning year I will once again have a technology
oriented environnent with ny Learning Through Logo systen
and will be sharing insights with you along the way. 1
will try to answer questions about why Logo is being used
ifl the schools, and what I feel are the nost exciting pos¬
sibilities for our children in this age of technology.
For now I will leave you with one typical sanple of
what two 10 year old children cane up with (that's right,
1 said 10), after nuch research and note-taking on a topic
-j
impressed!

SETPOS [65 B03
SETPOS [65 503
SETPOS C65 253
SETPOS [40 153
SETPOS [15 253
SETPOS [15 -103
PU
SETPOS [-105 -153
PD
SETPOS [-90 -453
SETPOS [-60 -653
SETPOS [-35 -803
SETPOS [-5 -903
SETPOS [25 -953
SETPOS [55 -903
SETPOS [25 -853
SETPOS [-5 -903
SETPOS C-30 -703
SETPOS [-60 -653
SETPOS [-80 -353
SETPOS [-105 -153
PU
SETPOS [25 453
PD
SETPOS [30 503
SETPOS [35 453
SETPOS [30 403
SETPOS [25 453
PU
SETPOS [45 453
PD
SETPOS [50 503
SETPOS [55 453
SETPOS [50 403
SETPOS C45 453
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PU
SETPOS [40
PD
SETPOS [20
SETPOS [40
SETPOS [20
SETPOS [40
SETPOS [60
SETPOS [40
SETPOS [60
PU
HOME
WAIT 250
CS TS CT
END

303
303
303
353
303
353
303
303

TO PIC.2
HT PU
SETPOS [0 53
PD
SETPOS [-10 53
SETPOS [-25 353
SETPOS [-25 503
SETPOS [-35 403
SETPOS [-45 453
SETPOS [-40 503
SETPOS [-35 403
PU
SETPOS [-45 453
PD
SETPOS [-50 453
SETPOS [-60 353
SETPOS [-50 203
SETPOS [-45 03
SETPOS [-40 -403

SETPOS [-40 -453
SETPOS [-45 -453
SETPOS [-45 -503
SETPOS [-35 -503
SETPOS [-35 -153
PU
SETPOS [-25 -153
PD
SETPOS [-25 -453
SETPOS [-30 -453
SETPOS [-30 -503
SETPOS [-20 -503
SETPOS [-15 -253
PU
SETPOS [-20 -503
PD
SETPOS [0 -503
SETPOS [35 -503
SETPOS [55 -303
SETPOS [65 53
SETPOS [65 253
SETPOS [65 403
SETPOS [60 403
SETPOS [55 353
SETPOS C55 03
SETPOS [45 -253
SETPOS [35 -403
SETPOS [25 -203
SETPOS 10 53
PU
SETPOS [-45 403
PD.
SETPOS [-40 353
SETPOS [-45 303
SETPOS [-50 453

Cyrr#nt Nrt»»

y.6.1..g..5*.NQi.7

SETPOS [-45 403
PU
HOKE WAIT 250 CS
END
.
TO INTRO
CT TS
SETBG 0
TS ...
REPEAT 10 [PR [33
PR ( SE '.".
[CATS] )
WAIT 180
CT TS
REPEAT 10 [PR []]
PR ( SE * *
" [by] )
PR []
PR []
PR ( SE ‘
*.* [COLIN
LLOYD] )
PR C3
PR ( SE.[1] )
PR □
PR C SE ... * " [SARA
LENSER] )
PR [3
PR [J
PR ( SE * * * " ’ [PRESS RETURN TO
CONTINUE.] )
HAKE "AMR RL
CT
END
TO PS.1
REPEAT 4 [PR []]
PR [THE ABYSSINIAN]
PR []
PR []
PR [AN ABYSSINIAN IS A HEDIUH SIZED CAT
HITH A L0N6 BODY, TRIANGULAR FACE, AND
ORANGE ALKOND - SHAPED EYES. THE COAT
IS RUDDY BROMN HITH NO STRIPES OR WHITE
HARKINGS, AND THE EARS AND TAIL ARE
DARKER ON THE TIP. EACH HAIR IS TICKED
OR BANDED HITH GRAY OR BLACK, AND THE
ENTIRE COAT IS SOFT.]
PR []
PR []
PR [PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE.]
PR RL
CT
END
TO PG.2
REPEAT 4 [PR []]
PR [THE BURHESE]
PR []
PR U
PR [THE BURHESE IS A HUSCULAR HEDIUH SIZED CAT HITH SABLE - BROUN GLOSSY
FUR. IT HAS A ROUND HEAD AND ROUND
GOLDEN EARS.]
PR []
PR []

PR [PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE.]
PR RL
CT
END

CT REPEAT 4 [PR []]
PR [SIAHESE]
PR []
PR []
PR [THE SIAHESE CAT HAS A LONG SLENDER
BODY AND LEGS, SHALL OVAL FEET AND A
LONG, HEDGED - SHAPED HEAD. IT IS BORN
HHITE, BUT UHEN IT GETS OLDER, THE COAT
TURNS CREAH OR FAHN COLORED HITH DARK
AREAS ON THE FACE, EARS, FEET, AND
TAIL. THE EYES OF A SIAHESE CAT ARE
DEEP BLUE AND ALHOND - SHAPED AND
SHOULD SLANT TOHARDS THE NOSE.]
PR []
PR []
PR [PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE.]
PR RL
CT
END
TO PG.4
CT REPEAT 4 CPR []3
PR [THE PERSIAN]
PR []
PR []
PR [THE PERSIAN IS A HEDIUH - SIZED CAT
HITH A DEEP CHEST, LARGE HEAD, AND
ROUND EYES. THE PERSIAN HAS A LONG,
FINE COAT THAT FLUFFS UP ALL OVER THE
BODY AND IS ESPECIALLY HEAVY AROUND THE
NECK, CHEST, AND TAIL.]
PR []
PR [PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE.]
PR RL
END
TO PG.4A
TS CT REPEAT 4 [PR []]
PR [PERSIANS ( CONT'D )3
PR []
PR C3
PR [A TORTOISESHELL HAS RED, BLACK,
YELLOH, OR, SOHETIHES, BLUE OR GRAY
PATCHES. ITS NOSE IS HALF BLACK AND
HALF ORANGE. ITS EYES ARE USUALLY
ORANGE. A CALICO CAT IS A TORTOISESHELL
HITH PATCHES OF HHITE ON THE CHEST,
FEET, .AND STOHACH. HALE CALICO CATS ARE
RARE, HAPPENING ONCE OUT OF 250,000
BIRTHS. CAHEO CATS HAVE A PALE CREAH
COLORED COAT TIPPED HITH RED ON THE
BACK, SIDES, HEAD, AND TAIL.]
PR U
PR [PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE.]
PR RL
END
TO PS.5
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CT REPEAT 4 [PR [33
PR [HIHALAYANS3
PR []
PR []
PR [THE HIHALAYAN HAS HADE BY BREEDIN6
A SIAHESE CAT HITH A PERSIAN. IT HAS
THE C0L0RIN6 OF A SIAHESE AND THE L0N6
HAIR AND BODY FORK OF A PERSIAN. IT IS
CORRECT TO SAY THAT THE HIHALAYAN IS A
PERSIAN HITH SIAHESE COLORING. THE
EYES, LIKE THOSE OF THE SIAHESE, ARE
DEEP BLUE.]
PR [3
PR [3
PR [PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE.]
PR RL
END
TO PG.6
TS CT REPEAT 4 [PR [33
PR []
PR [RUSSIAN BLUE]
PR []
PR [RUSIAN BLUES HAVE L0N6, STREAHLINED
BODIES, LONG TAILS, AND LINE - 6REEN
EYES. THEIR COATS SHOULD BE SHORT AND
BLUISH 6RAY HITH SHADIN6S OR HARKINGS.
EVEN THE SKIN, UHISKERS, AND SOLES OF
THE FEET OF A GOOD SHOU CAT SHOULD BE
BLUE.]
PR []
PR []
PR [PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE.]
PR RL
END
TO PG.7
TS CT
REPEAT 4 CPR [33
PR [THE HANK]
PR []
PR [3
PR [THE HANX IS A SHALL HEDIUH SIZED
CAT HITH A SHORT BODY AND A ROUND HEAD.
UNLIKE ALL OTHER CATS IT HAS NO TAIL.
AT THE PLACE HHERE THE TAIL MOULD BE IS
A DIHPLE. THE HIND LEGS OF THE CAT ARE
LONGER THAN THE FRONT LEGS, CAUSING THE
BACK TO SLOPE TOHARDS THE SHOLDERS. THE
COAT HAY BE OF HANY DIFFERENT COLORS.]
PR []
PR [PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE.]
PR RL
CT TS
END
TO PG.8
SETCURSOR [13 8]
PR [THE END]
END
HAKE "ANSUER □
HAKE "AUR []
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Comparison of the 68000 And
Microprocessor Chips

6502

by Jim Parks
General
As most of the world is now aware, Atari now has two
lines of conputers. The aain difference between these two
lines (other than cost) is the »icroprocessor used in
each. The original, consisting of the 400, £00, 800 and
130 variations of the XL, XE and plain vanilla lines, uses
the 6502 aicroprocessor chip.
The second, newly intro¬
duced line, is the ST line consisting of the 260ST and
520ST, uses the Motorola 68000 aicroprocessor. This arti¬
cle will examine soae of the differences between the two
aicroprocessor chips used, without examining the actual
computer theaselves (plenty of that will be available
soon). A certain aaount of coaputer architectural knowl¬
edge wi11 be helpful in reading this article.
The 6502. The Atari 800 et. al. uses the 6502 aicro¬
processor chip, the sane used by the Apple II line, Coaaodore and aany other hoae conputers. The 6502 was intro¬
duced by NOS Technology, Inc. (a group of foraer Motorola
engineers) in 1975 as an alternative to the Motorola £800
aicroprocessor. Although it did not break any new techno¬
logical ground, it had one najor advantage over the exist¬
ing aicroprocessor chips, it was CHEAP! The 6502 could be
obtained for about $25 (about $5 now) when other equiva¬
lent chips were running several hundred dollars each. For
this reason, it rapidly becaae a favorite for ’hoae brew'
and hobbyist conputers.
It was, however, a simple chip
even in its day (which itself is regarded as neolithic).
It has a total of 56 operation codes and is United to
working with 8 bits at a tine. As would be expected, var¬
ious enthusiasts derived ways to get around the 6502's
liaitations.
The 68000.
The Motorola MC68000 microprocessor was
the result of a project known as “Motorola's Advanced Coa¬
puter System on Silicon", or MACSS (hence Macintosh?).
When the MC68000 was introduced by Motorola in 1979, it
was intended to represent the current state of the art in
microprocessor design.
It had more and larger registers,
greater addressing capabilities and sore refined operation
codes than aost microprocessors of its day, while provid¬
ing the capability of adding features in the future as
technology progressed.
The overall coaputer diaate had changed substan¬
tially between the release of the 6502 and the 68000.
When the 6502 was introduced, the major costs in microcom¬
puting were hardware related. Memory, peripherals and al¬
most everything else was expensive. Therefore, the way to
aake a cost efficient computer was to produce inexpensive
hardware. This is exactly what MOS Technology intended to
do and the proliferation and success of the many 6502
based computers shows the effectiveness of this strategy
at that time.
By the time the 68000 was released, the industry had
changed significantly.
Computer memory was becoming
larger and Very inexpensive, peripherals were readily
available and microcomputers for business were becoming a
necessity. The major costs associated with microcomputing

were no longer in hardware but were, instead, in software
production. Therefore, in order to have a cost effective
computer, it was necessary to have an easily programmable
aicroprocessor.
The 68000 was designed with this under¬
standing and most of the trade-offs and compromises neces¬
sary in computer design were made with the programmer in
Bind.
The development and release of the 6502 by MOS Tech¬
nology was basically driven by an immediate need to pro¬
duce and sell an inexpensive chip. By the time the 68000
was created, chip design had become more complex and the
costs associated with design had become a significant fac¬
tor in hardware costs. The number of possible transistors
per chip had increased by an order of magnitude while com¬
mitments made to specific microprocessor designs meant
that major changes to those designs made peripherals and
software packages unusable (it is this base that keeps the
6502 computers popular).
Therefore, the 68000 architec¬
ture was designed to be upgradable without restructuring
the design and without loss of compatability, as will be
demonstrated later.

Buses
A bus is basically a set of lines which transmit sig¬
nals.
The 6502 microprocessor has three bus structures.
The data bus is a bi-directional 8 bit bus.
The address
bus is mono-directional and 16 bits wide. The control bus
carries the various synchronization and control signals
such as read/write, ready, interrupt and non-maskable in¬
terrupt requests, opcode fetch, etc.
This overall bus
structure determines many of the characteristics of the
6502.
For example, it is only able to address a maximum
of 64K (2A16) main memory at one time due to the 16 bit
address bus. Furthermore, the once blinding speed of the
8 bit computer has become something less than impressive
when compared to the newer 16 and 32 bit computers.
The internal and external data buses of the £8000 are
16 bits wide and the ALU (Arithaatic/Logic Unit)
is 16
bits.
It has a 24 bit external (32 bit internal) address
bus structure, 32 bit registers and is able to handle 32
bit operands and data types.
It is interesting to note
that of the two major 6502 manufacturers releasing 68000
machines, Apple is calling theirs a 32 bit machine while
Atari refers to theirs as a 16 bit machine (supposedly,
the ST in the new machines stand for sixteen/thirty-two).
As noted earlier, Motorola wanted to make the £8000
upwardly compatable with later chips. The designers were
aware that one of the largest failings in new chips was
limited memory expansion. Therefore, Motorola implemented
a 32 bit internal structure while using only a 24 bit ex¬
ternal address bus. This kept the total number of exter¬
nal pins to £4, which was a feasible number based on the
available technology at the time, while allowing the £8000
to access up to 16 megabytes of main memory. The full
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implementation of 32 external bits (as used by the later
68020) allows access to 4 gigabytes of memory!
The designers of the 68000 aade the decision to Bake
the 1/0 (input/output) interface 8 bits.
The rationale
behind this decision was twofold: (1) aost 1/0 operations
were 8-bit oriented and (2) there was a large base of 8bit (6800) peripherals in existence while 16 bit coapatable peripherals aight require year(s) to develop.

Instruction

Sets

The 6502. The 6502 instruction set, with 56 opera¬
tion codes (opcodes), is liaited even for an B-bit coaputer.
For exaaple, the only addition stateaent is ADC
(add with carry). Siailarly, there are no aultiplication
or division codes, clear codes (except for status regis¬
ters), negate or coapliaent codes or other coaaands one
night nornally expect to find.
Many of the 6502 opcodes
have an iaplicit operand (source or destination location).
For exaaple, STA, STY, and STX all per fora the sane func¬
tion but on different registers and with one explicit
operand (e.g. STA LOCI). There are no provisions for di¬
rect aeaory to aeaory transfer.
The 68000. Since the 68000 was intended to be a pro¬
grammer's aicroprocessor, Motorola aade a conscientious
effort to provide consistency in both the types of opcodes
available and the aethod in which they operated.
There
are only a few aore actual discrete opcodes (59) in the
68000 but there is a tremendous difference in the approach
to using these opcodes and the power available froa thea.
There are no iaplicit operands in the 68000 instruction
set. However, the 6502 opcodes LDA, LDX, LDY, PHA, PLA,
PHP, PHL, STA, STX, STY, TAX, TAY, TSX, TXA, TXS and TYA
are all handled by the single operand HOVE in the 68000.
Since transfers between one location and another are the
single aost common operation in any prograa, Motorola de¬
cided that the siapliest way to implement transfers was to
use one coaaand and specify locations through the
operands. The small efficiency lost through the use of an
iaplicit operand is aore than compensated for by the flex¬
ibility in dealing with aany different types of operations
in a consistent manner. To increase the effectiveness of
MOVE and other instructions, the data length (byte, word
or long word) is specified by a suffix.
For exaaple,
M0VE.B transfers a byte (8 bits), M0VE.U transfers a word
(16 bits) and M0VE.L transfers a long word (32 bits).
This convention is used with other instructions as well,
allowing the prograaaer to keep track of only a few simple
rules rather than special cases for each anenoaic and spe¬
cial anenoaics for individual situations.
The flexibility of the MOVE statement also allows any
of the eight address registers (described further along)
to be used as stack pointers, thus avoiding coaplicated
and wasteful register swapping.
There is also a M0VEM
coaaand which allows the moving of any or all of the six¬
teen data and address registers, H0VEP (move peripheral
data), MOVED (move quick with saall constant) and other
variations. All of the above, and aany of the remaining
instructions can be used with any of the allowable ad¬
dressing modes (where logical) and data length nodes. The
combination of various addressing modes and movement vari¬

ations allows a total of 34,888 different ways to move
data and all allow the data length to be specified as a
byte, word or long word.
The above discussion not only shows the power of the
68000 opcodes when combined with possible permutations but
also demonstrates the attempt at uniformity. Although not
all possible permutations exist with all opcodes, an ef¬
fort has been aade to standardize the aethod in which all
data can be manipulated.
For exaaple, all instructions
which handle data can choose between a byte, word and long
word, with default being a word. As a further exaaple of
Motorola's intent toward future coapatability, the origi¬
nal MC68000 specifically left one/eighth of the instruc¬
tion set uniapleaented.
This allows future chip releases
to take advantage of Advanced Technology while remaining
coapatable with earlier chips..In actuality, the MC68020
uses soae of these available instructions to iapleaent its
cache aeaory, virtual aeaory and additional addressing
nodes.

Registars
The 6502. The 6502 has an 8-bit accumulator, two 8bit "plain vanilla' general registers (X & Y), a sixteenbit stack pointer (S), a sixteen-bit program counter ar¬
ranged as two B-bit registers (PCL and PCH) and an 8-bit
instruction register. The ALU unit is 8 bits.
Since the 6502 is an accuaulator aicroprocessor, all
data type operations pass through the accuaulator regis¬
ter. The 6502 type of architecture is often described as
a 'bit banger", as opposed to later "number crunchers".
In other words, the architecture is designed to move a
large quantity of bytes rapidly rather than work with
longer forms of data.
A bit banger design also requires
that large numbers of bytes be aoved, which is inefficient
in the long run.
The 68000. The 68000 is a general register micropro¬
cessor (aany available registers for operations rather
than just the accuaulator register). Since the 68000 was
designed around programmers' needs, and programmers gener¬
ally spend a lot of effort transferring data between reg¬
isters in order to store it for future use, Motorola tried
to put as many registers as was practical (taking into ac¬
count that additional registers and control circuits add
significantly to chip cost and complexity).
Specificially, the 68000 has a total of sixteen 32-bit registers,
divided into eight 32-bit general data registers and eight
32-bit general address registers with a slight degree of
interchangability between the two. The last address reg¬
ister (A7) is reserved as a stack pointer, although any or
all of the address registers can also perform this func¬
tion.
It was felt that sixteen registers would meet the
needs of most applications and reduce memory accesses,
thus increasing speed. The data registers differ froa the
address registers primarily in the manner in which the
status registers are affected by different operations.
For this reason, the Motorola engineers specifically ex¬
cluded certain types of operation codes which aight have
affected the integrity of the inforaaton being stored in
an improper manner.
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Arrangement.

The 6502 uses memory paging.

can access four times as much data per instruction fetch.
To increase operating speed even more, the 68000 uses a
In

addition to being simple to implement, paging also pro¬
vides greater speed and shorter code.
However, paging
also requires that the programmer keep track of what page
he is on and requires additional coding when pages are
crossed.
Thus, programs for paged memory are either short
(on one page) or unduly awkward.
The 68000 uses linear addressing.
This is the most
direct form of addressing and is the method preferred by
most programmers.
In linear addressing, all memory is di¬
rectly addressable by the programmer.
In addition to
avoiding the limitations of paging, segmenting, banking
and other divided forms of memory arrangement, linear ad¬
dressing also facilitates memory expansion in future de¬
signs.

Speed. The speed of the standard 6502 chip is i HHz
while the 68000 clocks in at 8 HHz.
However, this only
partially indicates the speed advantage of the 68000.
Since the 68000 has a 16-bit data bus, it is able to bring
in twice as much data per pass.
Furthermore, since data
types can be specified as a long word (32 bits), the 68000

prefetch system which obtains the next opcode while the
current instruction is being executed, thus eliminating
most of the instruction fetch time throughout the program
(this results in a minimum of four dock cycles per in¬
struction execution since this is the time required to
fetch the next instruction).
There is a certain amount of
speed lost due to the use of all external operands but
this is insignificant and, as discussed before, the bene¬
fits to the programmer more than compensates for the time
lost.

Cone 1usion
Now that some of the relative merits of the two mi¬
croprocessors have been examined, which of the two lines
of computers might be right for you?
I am a pragmatist
and don’t believe in buying more than 1 actually need or
can use.
Thusfar, I have found very little that my old
800 can’t do and actually prefer it in some respects over
the $4,000 system I use at work (excluding 80 columns and
hard disk). BUT, I sure would love to own a 520ST!

Mail Order Service
Disk Drives
INDUS BT Disk Drives-209
ATARI 1050 Disk Drives-—-159
US Doubler w/Sparta DOS—For double
density operation on ATARI 1050
Disk Drives-----*-59
BONUS Disks by Verbatim 2S/2D
for single or double density,
11 per box-12.99
Disk Notcher(use on Bonus 2S>—7.00
DATA*CA8E Holds 50 Disks -7.59
Computers
520ST 512K Computer, 500K Drive,
12" Hi-Res B/W Monitor-689
520ST 512K Computer, 500K Drive,
12" RGB Color Monitor-859
SF354 500K Drive for ST's -175
Software for ST's-CALL
ATARI 130XE Computers -139
ATARI 1010 Program Recorders -39
ATARI Brand S/W Price Drop - CALL
Most other avail. S/W-25X OFF
Guzick, Inc.
P.O. Box 276
Washington Grove, MD 20B80
<301)840-8493

Color Monitors-(cables 45 w/pur.)
Amdek Color 300, 13" 40/col-189
Teknika MJ10, 13" 40/col-179
Teknika MJ22, 13" 40/80/col-259

P.CLD&ELS.
Atari 1027, Letter Quality,
20cps, Friction Feed..179
Canon PW1156A, Dot Matrix, 160cps
Friction/Tractor Feed,Wide/Car-419
Panasonic KX-P1091, Dot Matrix,
120cps, Friction/Tractor Feed—-239
1150 Interface-—-—-49
U-Print A—16 <16k> Interface-69
Chips to make A-16 64K-15
Paperclip Word Processor-39
Letter Perfect Word Processor-49
Atari Writer Word Processor-34
Print Shop-—29
(Much More Avail. Just Call Us.)
Shipping charges are 2%, *2 Min.
46 Max. ( 43 Max. on software )
42 Additional for COD orders.
Items subject to availability.
Hours llam-5pm Weekdays
10am-5pm Weekends
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The 5208T Computers Arrive
By Jack Hoitzhauer
Hany of you who real ATARI addicts have probably
heard a nuaber of stories regarding probleas with the new
520ST units purchased through ATARI'S users' group offer.
Soae of what you heard was probably true. Soae probably
wasn’t. Hence, the following.
First of all, the units were not shipped as quickly
as we had hoped they would be. Why? A couple of reasons.
FCC approval was not granted as quickly as ATARI assuaed
it would be. Hhen the FCC finally issued its staap of ap¬
proval and the units were being readied for shipaent, a
users’ group check allegedly bounced causing ATARI'S fi¬
nance departaent to insist that shipaent be delayed until
our checks cleared.
After those hurdles had been resolved, ATARI tried to
get the units to the users’ groups as quickly as possible.
How? By going to the extra effort and expense of shipping
aost by two-day air express. ATARI’S good intentions in
this regard aay have back-fired, as you’ll see below.
Of the three units finally received by HACU6, none
worked on initial boot-up. Joe Haters had told ae that
Larry Brown of ATARI was the aan to talk to about our
probleas. Hhen I called Brown’s office a nice, courteous
sweet-young-thing told ae that I had been given erroneous
inforaation. Hr. Brown’s wasn’t handling 520ST probleas they were being handled by 'Hr. Saith*. In any case, both
Hr. Brown and Hr. Saith were 'in aeetings* and not
presently available. She proaised Hr. Saith would return
ay call.
Sure he would!
I figured I was far froa the first
one to call, probleas were raapant, and that ATARI’S folks
had run for the hills.
Not so!
Hithin five ainutes
sweet-young-thing called back, told ae that Hr. Brown was,
indeed, handling the 520ST probleas and that she had been
asked to pass on soae trouble-shooting sugestions on his
behalf. She explained that the probleas we were experi¬
encing were probably caused by IC’s which had becoae un¬
seated during shipaent.
She suggested that I open the
units, reaove the RFI shield, re-seat the plug-in IC's and
'don’t worry about voiding the warranty.' She suggested I
give Hr. Brown another call if this solution didn’t work.
He followed ATARI’S suggestions and got two of the
units up and running. Another call to sweet-young-thing
resulted in a proaise that Hr. Brown would call back that
afternoon. Sure he would!
He did! Not only that, but he put one of his 520ST
engineers on the phone and we spent 45 ainutes pursuing
various fixes for our ailing unit only to finally cone to
the conclusion that its condition was terainal. Hy engi¬
neering friend proaised Hr. Brown would call back within
an hour to arrange for a replaceaent. Sure he would!
He did! He suggested that I pack-up the DOA, return
it by UPS and that upon receipt a replaceaent would be
shipped. I told Hr. Brown that I was aost pleased that
ATARI had gone to the extra expense of shipping our units

to us by express air freight and that the efforts of his
staff in helping solve our probleas were notable and ap¬
preciated. However, I also told hia that I thought ATARI
should take one additional step with regard to the DOA’s - aake the replaceaent procedure as easy and as cost-free
as possible for the users’ groups. How? By shipping the
replaceaent units iaaediately and arranging for pick-up of
the defective units at that tiae. He agreed.
HACU6’s experience with 520ST failure has been airrored by a nuaber of other users’ groups who have reported
on their own experiences in their newsletters.
All but
one of the probleas reported involved the coaputer, it¬
self, and aost were resolved by re-seating the IC’s. One
group reported a nonochroae aonitor being DOA. Closer to
hoae, four of the eleven units received by N0VATAR1 failed
to work on intial power-up. Two were fixed by re-seating
the IC’s and two had to replaced.
Hhat's the tie-in between these failures and ATARI’S
efforts to get the units to users’ groups by using express
air-freight? One representative of a local software house
visiting ATARI headquarters was advised that pressure sen¬
sitive tape had been used to help seat two of the larger
IC’s and that cold teaperatures experienced during air
shipaent caused the tape to swell, unseating the chips.
By the way, all users' groups reporting probleas have
indicated that their replaceaent units have functioned
properly on initial power-up. That has also been the ex¬
perience with UACU6’s and NOVATARI’s units.
You say you’ve also heard that soae 520ST aonitors
were recalled as lacking FCC approval? The story's par¬
tially true. A nuaber of aonitors shipped to a Hashington, D.C. area distributor were, in fact, recalled. They
had been ais-shipped. They had been intended for sale in
Canada, not the States, and were not the FCC-approved
aodels.
So, in short, it’s true that a significant percentage
of the HOST’S received by users' groups failed to operate
properly on initial power-up, that aost of the probleas
involved un-seated IC’s, and that ATARI’S actions in re¬
sponse to the problea could be described as being aore
than aerely adequate. It’s also quite possible that the
failures aay never have occured had not ATARI decided to
speed up users’ group delivery by using air freight.
Uithout adressing what aany of us feel were other
short-coaings in ATARI'S users' group offer (initially no
offer of a color aonitor; eliaination of the ‘one free if
you buy 10" offer; hesitation in proaising the OS in ROH
adaptation), things seeaed to have turned out alright.
Now, when do we receive our $50 rebate checks?
jrik-.RtBfir.ti The rebate checks arrived on August 19! The
accoapanying letter also stated that BASIC would be
available at the latest by early Septeaber and reconfiraed
that the OS would be supplied on ROH free to user group
purchasers (no date aentioned).
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by Daniel L. Moore
(Ihe folloaing constts Here sebnitted by Daniel Hoore,
the author of PaperClip, ii response, to the review of
PaperClip in last tenth's CMPEHl IQ1ES. U.l

disks an exaaple file that will deaonstrate ALL PaperClip
printer features (and fonts) will be included.

This is a response to the criticises and problens that you
had with Atari PaperClip. The responses are in the saae
order as the contents in the review.

Problea defining the oaae nuaberino.

The exaaple on page
65 of the aanual is correct.Unfortunately aany people
type the conands in on the sane line, there should be a
[RETURN! after the end of the footer (and header) coaaand
string.

Betting the page length.

The coaaand given in the aanual
is wrong, it is correctly given in the help files and in
the appendices. This will be fixed when the new aanuals
are printed.

Print preview. There is a bug in version 1.0 that causes
a ’spare’ line at the top of the page. This was fixed in
version 1.1. At no tine was the stateaent aade that the
total lines in the preview window is the saae as the
nuaber of lines on a page.

Typing speed.

Version 1.1 has a 20 character type ahead
buffer that solves the dropped character problea. Version
1.2 uses a new reverse wrap algorithia which aakes the
backspace/delete character coaaands HUGH faster.

Printer driver for the Panasonic 1091. I have never seen
a printer that is ’fully’ Epson compatible besides another
Epson.
(Coapatiblity is daiaed by lots of printers.
Hhat they usually aean is that the Epson coaaands for
eaphasized text, underlining, and single density graphics
work.) This is not a problea in PaperClip, but a problea
with printer ads.
There are literally thousands of
printers on the aarket so there is no way we can provide
printer config files for all of then.
If a person is unable (or unwilling) to create a printer
config file for his specific printer I will create one for
hia if he will send ae a copy of the aanual. The only
restriction is that I will then upload the file to
SI6IAtari on either CoapuServe or DELPHI, I will not aail
hia a copy of the config file.
(This is due to lack of
tiae, I can’t afford to waste tiae nailing disks to
people.)

Available printer fonts.

I agree it is hard to tell what
fonts are (or are not) available with a specific printer
config file.
Unfortunately there is no ’GOOD’ place to
put this infornation. It would be very hard to put this
inforaation in the aanual and to keep it accurate. (This
is due to the long lead tiae between when the aanual goes
to press and the prograa ships with that copy of the
aanual.) Unfortunately there is not enough rooa on the
version 1.0 or 1.1 disk to have either an exaaple print
file or a list of all config files and the features of
each. Since version 1.2 will be shipped on double sided

Creating a printer driver.

You can use control up/dovn
arrows to aove through the file one question at a tiae.
You DON’T have to hit CR 151 tines to reach the user
defined coaaands.
User coaaands in version 1.0 didn’t work as docuaented.
This was due to an oversight on ay part. Steve Harding
(the author of the aanual) docuaented then as being an
’iaaediate' coaaand when in fact they were ’line' coaaands
(ie. they execute before the text on the line is printed.)
This was changed in version 1.1 so they now operate
exactly as docuaented.
Also version 1.2 adds user
definable coaaands via the new control-X coaaand.
Bold face printing. This is not a problea with PaperClip,
but a liaitation of Epson and aost 'Epson coapatible’
printers. Hicrospacing on these printers is iapleaented
using graphics coaaands. Graphics and double strike text
can't be nixed on the saae line. (This is an undocuaented
liaitation of Epson printers.) This left two aethods to
generate bold face text:
1. Use the eaphasized print coaaand. This only works for
10 pitch text, but it is fast. (This is the aethod that
was used on the version 1.0 config files.)
2. Use the backspace coaaand to reprint the character in
the saae position. This is not as ’bold’ looking but it
will work in all pitches. (This is the aethod used on the
version 1.1 and 1.2 config files.)
Nixing fonts.
Once again exactly where should this be
docuaented?
If it was in the aanual there would be a
several aonth delay between the apperance of a new config
file and the new aanuals beconing available. (All the old
aanuals aust be used first.) The version 1.2 disk has an
exaaple file that lets you see all the fonts and aargins
if you print it out.
The version 1.2 disk also has a
utility to print the contents of a .CNF file.
You can
then see exactly what aargin settings are used.
I assuaed (aaybe incorrectly) that people could reaeaber
what changes they aade in PaperClip before saving a new
copy to disk. If this is a real problea I would suggest
writing this inforaation on the diskette label.
Every word processor I have used on an 8 bit coaputer
requires you to reset the aargins iaaediately after a font
change.
PaperClip saves you froa this for aost font
changes. All you have to do is set the defalt aargins to
those that you use aost often. (This could be 1 inch or
1/2 inch or whatever. There is NO requireaent that the
aargin settings in the config file generate a 1 inch Bargin, that was choosen since it is the aost coaaonly used.)
Block aoves. Version 1.2 forces you to hit 'H', 'C', ’D’
or ESCAPE when at the HCD proapt. Any other key that is
pressed is ignored.
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Cut and Past*. The cut and paste function of PaperClip is
derived fro* the FLASH (Action! editor) cut and paste
routine. 'It is designed to conplenent the block nove
(control-shift H) functions by allowing large blocks to be
■oved.
If all you want to do is nove a single sentence
you should use the control-shift H function instead.
Cursor novenent. If all he wants is to get to the CR that
is at the start of the line, then hit ctrl-shift-< (start
of line connand).
Appending files.
There is NO serge file routine in
PaperClip. There is an append file option. This is fully
explained in the nanual. If you want to serge two files,
just read the second file into the second window and
cut/paste into the first file.
DOS cossands.
Version 1.2 allows the user to directory
drive 1 or 2 fros the DOS prospt.
Word count. The word count feature is not intended to be
lOOH accurate. It is actually a space counter (which is
docunented in the nanual).
It is usually within 10Z of
the actual value.
Indent/outdent. An outdent connand (control-ZOnunber) has
been added to version 1.2
Tabs. How is PaperClip supposed to tell if a nunber is
the tab nap nunber or text to be printed. This applies to
ALL nuneric entry options (margins, headers/footers, user
connand nunbers, etc.).
The nanual nentions this and
suggests putting a space (or hard space) between the nun¬
ber and the text. The colunns are specified fron the left
edge since all other colunn values (nargins, etc.) are
also entered this way. It helps nakes things consistent
through out the progran.
Windows work exactly as docunented.
The ctrl-shift-D
connand deletes the CURRENT window. Current neaning which
ever window the cursor was in. If you are not sure which
window, answer ’NO' at the delete pronpt and then nake
sure. The cursor doesn’t nove fron window to window until
you RELEASE the SELECT key.

via ConpuServe or DELPHI. (Also I can’t guarantee an innediate response, the jobs I do for free gets done after
the jobs I get paid for.)

sucsuBnsBBasBmssssBSBScaasaBsssssss

SYNFILE+ - 64K VERSION
By Jack Hoitzhaumr
SSSBSS=SSSSrSS=BZBSSSS3SSBSSSBESSSSSB3B9

I know nany of us who own 130XE’s are inpatiently
waiting for SYNAPSE to release new versions of SYNFILE+
and SYNCALC which nake use of the 130XE’s bank-switching
capabilities. But did those of you who own an 800XL know
SYNFILE+ is now available in a version which nakes use of
the extra 16K RAH afforeded by this unit?
A couple of weeks ago I had occasion to trouble-shoot
an associate’s SYNFILE+ data disk that had died because
the .IDX file had becone scranbled. When the sane problen
arose several days later, I deternined that the progran
disk was at fault, called SYNAPSE and arranged for a replacenent.
When the new disk arrived it bore a label indicating
it was a "64K version’. When ny friend booted the progran
on her BOOXL she found that a data file previously having
a nax capacity of 547 records could now hold 877. Not
only that, but the new progran disk cane with a new util¬
ity disk providing ’fast copy’ and DATA-PERFECT/SYNFILE+
conversion routines.
Another call to SYNAPSE elicited the infornation that
current versions of SYNFILE+ do, indeed, utilize the extra
16K provided by the 800XL and that owners of the original
versions can get the up-date by forwarding their progran
disk to SYNAPSE with a check for *7.50 - - no charge for
prograns still under warranty.
If interested, contact
SYNAPSE at 5221 Central Avenue, Richnond, CA 94804 (415479-1120).

BBBBSBS8BBBB8BBBBB33BBBBB3SSBBSBBBBBBBSB8

FACE and SMAUG join WAACE
BBBBBSBBSBBaBBSSaSBBBBBBSBBBBBSBBBBBBBnB

133 errors. Version 1.0 occasionally will generate a 133
error when writing to an existent file on the disk. This
was fixed in version 1.1.

If soneone wants ne to generate a custon printer config
file for then send a copy of the nanual to: Daniel L.
Hoore, The 4th Works, Inc., 7596 West Jewell, Lakewood, CQ
80226. ConpuServe id: 74035,243.
DELPHI id: DLH

I an pleased to announce that two new clubs have
joined the CURRENT NOTES fanily.
The Frederick Atari
Conputer Enthusiasts (FACE) and the Southern Maryland
Atari Users 6roup (SHAU6).
Infornation about FACE is
listed in the back with the other clubs. We didn’t have
enough tine to include the SHAUG listing on the back, but
it will be there next nonth. Therefore, I'll take this
space to tell you that the club neets on the 1st Thursday
of each nonth at the John Hanson Hiddle School in Waldorf,
Haryland fron 7:30 to 9:00.
Any interested in nore
infornation on SHAUG should contact Dorothy Leonardi (301)
839-1363.

Since I will not have a printer to test the file on, I can
not guarantee that it will work the first try.
And
renenber the ONLY way I will return the generated file is

Any other clubs in the Washington area that night be
interested in joining WAACE should contact Joe Waters
(703) 430-1215.

Double colunn printing. The double colunn printing works
correctly in all versions of PaperClip.
The effects
described are due to not following the EXACT directions to
start the second colunn. You oust specify ALL of the new
nargin connands on the sane line.
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[Optiaized Systems Software, Inc., 1221B Kentwood Avenue,
San Jose, California, 95129
(408) 446-3099 479.00
(Discounts are available)]
OSS has a well-deserved reputation for producing
quality tools for the Atari. Fron a history that dates
back to the design of the original Atari BASIC, OSS has
provided BASIC XL for BASIC prograners, HAC 65 for assesbly language programmers, and ACTION! for those who want a
powerful structured language for the Atari. And now, for
the writers in the audience, OSS has produced The Writer’s
Tool.
Documentation.
This word processor cones packaged
like the other OSS products in a bright yellow three-ring
nine-inch binder. The docunentation, which is nearly 200
pages, consists of a 'Tutorial' and a "Reference 6uide.'
I nust confess that, although I certainly like the
look of the packaging — it nakes an attractive addition
to your book shelf — 200 pages is still 200 pages which
is considerably lore than the docunentation provided with
AtariUriter.
If you ignore it and just boot-up the
Writer’s Tool, you won’t get very far before you are
stuck. You need to read the docunentation. If you have
already struggled through learning AtariWriter, you under¬
stand the process. Although it nay be a little slow at
first, eventually you naster your word processor and becone proficient at writing letters and documents on your
conputer.
If you are already using a word processor, why con¬
sider a different one? Why go through that whole learning
process again? Because your tine is valuable not only in
learning to use a word processor but also in the day-today process of actually writing. The tine you invest in
learning a tool is a one-tine capital investment. Day-today usage, however, is like an on-going expense. If you
do a lot of writing, features available in the more ad¬
vanced word processors, although they nay take you a lit¬
tle while longer to learn, will repay your investment many
tines over as you use the tool to write your papers.
All of the documentation provided with the Writer’s
Tool is very well done. Whether reading the tutorial or
the reference manual, most writers will have no trouble
understanding the message.
The tutorial provides exam¬
ples, some of which are on the disk, to help you follow
the explanations. However, the format tackles each sub¬
ject in some depth before going on to the next.
This
means that you really have to work through the entire 100page tutorial before you discover all the basic features
available.
I would have preferred a different approach.
Let the tutorial show ne how to produce several typical
docunents (letters, nemos, table or list of data, etc.)
Introduce only those commands and features that would be
used in writing these documents. This would get users up
and going in a short tine and would provide then with 90
percent of all the commands or features that they would
normally use.
As users get more comfortable with the

system, they could always consult the reference manual
when a special case suddenly arises.
The Writer’s Tool Disk. The language is provided on
cartridge and disk. Notes not one or the other. You need
the cartridge in the conputer and you need to boot-up with
the Writer's Tool (WT) disk. Version changes are handled
via the disk (which is not copy protected). I originally
received Version 2.0. This review is based on the latest
update: Version 2.2.
There are several features of the
Writer’s Tool that are external to the cartridge such as a
spelling dictionary, and screen and printer customization
programs.
These programs as well as 16 printer-driver
files and several demonstration text files are included on
the Writer’s Tool disk.

Usino the Writer’s Tool. Let me give you an overview
of how you would use the Writer’s Tool. Put the cartridge
in and boot-up with the WT disk. Once you get started,
you do not need to keep the WT disk in the drive. You can
replace it with a data disk (or if you have two drives,
put the data disk in drive 2).
You are greeted initially with a blank screen with
the single word OPTION at the bottom.
If you press the
OPTION key, a four-line window opens up at the bottom of
the screen showing you the various options in the main
menu (Search, DisklO, Print, Clear, Edit, Xternal).
To
leave the menu and return to editing, you would press E
for Edit.
Disk 1/0 Functions.
Let’s look at the disk in¬
put/output functions. Press D and the Disk 1/0 system ap¬
pears on the screen (see figure 1).
aKasasassaaaassasaaassssKsaassssssssasrssssssssssssssssss

DISK I/O System
COMMANDS:
DIR
LOAD
SAVE
DEL
INIT

(Directory for disk 1 or 2
Hemory from Disk File
Hemory to Disk File
(Delete) Disk File
(Initialize) Drive or Disk

POINTERS: (Used by LOAD, SAVE)
CURSOR TXTEND HEHEND SPACE
000
000 23,839 23,839
1 2(DIR)

Load

Save Del

Init

Edit

Figure 1
Let’s assume you just put a new disk in drive 2.
Press I to go to the INIT option.
You will be asked:
"Which Disk Drive (1 or 2)?" Answer 2. You will then be
prompted: "Set Drive Density: Single Double or Initialize
Disk". Ah ha! You can use the INIT option to set drive
densities as well as formatting a disk,
Suppose you
change your mind at this point and don’t want to initial¬
ize anything. Press ESC. Nothing happens. Too bad. You
have to choose something. For our example, we could press
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I to foraat the disk. If you don’t want to foraat,
press S to set density to single and return us to the Disk
10 aenu.
Want to see what's on drive 1? Press 1. For drive
2, press 2. The directory is shown (in two columns) on
the top part of the screen while the >enu options renain
on the bottol. If you now want to lead one of the files,
just press L for load and you will be proapted for a filenaae. Since the directory reaains displayed on the top of
the screen, you should have no trouble typing in the naae
of the file you want to load.
Note: although you can delete a file, you cannot renaae, protect, or unprotect files froa this disk ID systea. You could accoaplish renaae by loading a file and
saving it under a new naae and then deleting the old naae.
These are coaaon DOS functions that would have been use¬
fully included in this subsystea.

Writing Your Docuaent. Since you are just starting
and don’t have any files to load, press E to return to
Edit node. Now just write a few paragraphs. Like aost
word processors, you need only press the RETURN key when
you finish a paragraph.
If you want an extra line in
between paragraphs, press RETURN twice.
You’ll note that even if you can type very fast, the
Writer’s Tool has no trouble keeping up with your fingers.
If you want to Bake any changes, use the standard CONTROL
+ an arrow key to aove the cursor up, down, left, or
right. The box that serves as a flashing cursor indicates
where your next character will appear on the screen. It
also indicates that you are in TYPEOVER NODE.
Hove the
cursor to the Biddle of a sentence and start typing. You
will type OVER the text on the screen.
Press CONTROL+I to go to INSERT NODE. Note that the
cursor has now switched to a flashing vertical bar.
If
you type in the Biddle of a sentence, your new characters
are inserted into the text while the old text is pushed to
the right. Press CONTROL+T to go back to TYPEOVER NODE.
CONTROL+I, CONTROL+T, you can switch back and forth froa
one aode to the other anytiae you want.
Cursor Hoveaent. Assuae by now that you have typed
five or six paragraphs. Want to go back to the Beginning
of the docuaent? Press CONTROL+B.
To go to the End,
press CONTROL+E.
Let’s go back in Reverse toward the
beginning a page at a tiae. Press CONTROL+R. The cursor
juaps to the top of the screen. Press CONTROL+R again and
the screen juaps another 20 lines.
Go back as aany
screens as you want. Press CONTROL+F to juap Forward a
page at a tiae.
How about aoving the cursor back and forth in the
aiddle of a sentence? You aove a character at a tiae by
hitting CONTROL + the left or right arrow. However, if
you want to go faster, CONTROL+A aoves you to the extreae
left; CONTROL+Z aoves you to the extreae right. Not quite
that fast? Try CONTROL+W to aove along the line a Word at
a tiae.

Deleting Text. Let’s delete soaething. The standard
Atari delete process still works just fine: backspace
deletes the previous character and CONTROL+DELETE deletes
the character under the cursor. SHIFT+DELETE deletes the
entire line the cursor is on. One unique feature of the
Writer’s Tool that I have found quite convenient is the
ability to delete all the spaces froa the cursor to the
next character. If you have ever had to edit a docuaent
and reaove a lot of blank space, you will see how useful
this feature can be!
Want to delete an entire word?
Position the cursor at the beginning of the word and press
CONTROL+D.
Whoops!
Wrong word? Press CONTROL+U to Undelete
whatever you just deleted.
What's that?
You deleted
three things you didn't aean to delete? No sweat. CON¬
TROL+U brings the first one back. Pressing CONTROL+N re¬
peatedly will bring back the second, third, fourth and
fifth deletions.
You deleted aore than that?
Sorry,
you’re a hopeless case. Five is the aost you can recover.
If you want to delete, (or copy) a larger section of
text, position the cursor at the beginning of the text
segaent and press CONTROL+H to Hark the position. Every¬
thing character froa that point on will be converted to
inverse video. Hove the cursor to where the block of text
that you want to aove ends and press COTROL+H again. Now
only the block you want to affect is narked in inverse
video. Hove the cursor anywhere you want and press CONTROL+C to copy that block.
You can keep copying it as
aany tines as you want. If you want to delete that narked
block, enter CONTROL+X and it will disappear.
If you want to delete the entire docuaent or a aajor
part of it, use the Clear option froa the Hain Henu. You
can clear out the text froa the cursor to the beginning or
end of the docuaent.
You just deleted the narked block by aistake? Press
CONTROL+U and notice that the narked block did not cone
back.
The Undelete only applies to deleted lines or
words. If you are going to be deleting willy-nilly, you
better save your file often.
Saving Your Work. Press OPTION, go to DISK 10, and
choose the Save option.
Notice iaaediately the warning
you are given. Only text froa the current cursor position
to the end of the docuaent will be saved.
To save the
entire docuaent you have to position the cursor at the
very beginning. Hany people are likely to forget to do
that. Therefore the systea asks you whether or not you
want to save only part of the docuaent. If you respond
No, it will ask if you really aeant to save all text. If
you answer No, you are put back in Edit aode.
If you
answer Yes, you are asked to verify the filenaae (it
reaenbers the last filenaae you used) or supply a new one.
Printing Your Docuaent. Press OPTION and then choose
the Print function.
The PRINT SYSTEH pops up on the
screen (see figure 2).
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VIEW-) PRINT V 0
PAGE LENGTH P 66 PAGE NUMBER W 1
LINE SPACN6 S 1
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FOOTER LINE B 56 LEFT MARGIN M 8
CHAR. FONT F 1
INDENT I 0
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Group n Lines:
Split Justify:
Alternate,Center:
Defaults,Eject:
Header,Footer:
PRINTER: GENERIC
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Print

All of the discussion above, hopefully has given you
soae idea of what it is like to work with Writer’s Tool.
We explored virtually all the facilities of the Editor
which is quite excellent. My only reservation is the iapleaentation of the Search and Replace option.
You can
choose a phrase to search for and a new phrase to replace
the old one. However, there is no global replace coaaand.
With every occurence found, you aust respond whether or
not to Replace that itea, Skip it, or Quit searching. I
like having the option to selectively replace. But I reg¬
ularly use a global replace option and wish it were in¬
cluded.

.Gn
Left\Right
.A, .C
.D, .E
:H, :F
WORDS:
064

Link

Merge

Chnge Edit

Figure 2
Hy goodness! What’s all that? See, I told you you
had to read the aanual! Let's ignore it all. Press P to
choose the Print option.
(By the way, be sure your
printer and interface -- if needed — is on.) Nothing
happened?
It’s that cursor again.
I'* afraid it only
prints froa the cursor to the end of the document.
6o
back to the EDIT node and aove the cursor to the beginning
and then try printing again.
Now, if there is any justice in the world, you should
see your text cone pouring out on your printer. It will
be in PICA (10 characters per inch) and will have a line
length of about 6.5 inches with an even right aargin.
Print Preview. Let’s try it again, but this tiae we
want to see the text on the screen before it goes to the
printer. Choose the Foraat option. The PRINT SYSTEM will
proapt you to enter the foraat. Of course, you don’t know
foraat5 yet, so just enter ".vlO" which says you want to
View the first 10 pages on the screen.
Note that the
value of the V paraaeter is changed on the PRINT SYSTEM
screen. Now press P to Print your docuaent.
Device not responding? Oh, yes. Even though
going to view the docuaent on the screen, you have
your interface and printer ON. Not only does the
have to be ON it has to be ONLINE. Fix things up
printing again.

text to the printer. Want to print only pages 3
Well, you better be handy with the Pause option to
printer to stop after it finishes page 4 otherwise
kee printing until the end.

you are
to have
printer
and try

There.
Your fornatted docuaent is now scrolling
across the screen.
If you want to stop it, press P for
Pause. You’ll notice, of course, that you can only see
the first 40 coluans of your docuaent. Want to scroll
over and look at the right half of the page? Can’t do
that. All you can see is the left half. Buaaer.
How
about scrolling up to see the part that just went by?
Nope. Only forward. How about starting the print preview
on Page 6? Nope. Page I or nothing.
You can start printing on a page other than one.
Assuae you wanted to start on page 3.
What you do is
preview on the screen the first 2 pages and then start

foraattinq Your Docuaent.
In looking at the Print
Systea, we got a vague idea of how the WT handles
foraatting options.
You can change any of the foraat
paraaeters in the Print Systea just as we did with the
View option. However, they do not reaain changed. After
every print, they go back to the default values. If you
want yalues other than the default, it is best to inbed
the foraat stateaents in the text.
Any foraats in the
text override the paraaeters set in the Print Systea.
Foraats are interspersed with the text. They take
the fora of a one-letter coanand followed (in soae cases)
by a nuneric paraaeter. Foraat lines are distinguished by
a period in coluan one. Thus, to center the next line of
text you would enter:
.c
This is a Title
Noraal text continues here...
You can put aore than
beginning of the paper, you
66, bottoa aargin starting
and a line length of 65
line:^
.P66 B56 M8 L65

one foraat on a line. At the
could specify a page length of
at line 56, left aargin of 8,
characters with the following

If you don’t specify anything, the default paraaeters
are applied. You can see the default values in the PRINT
SYSTEM screen.

Printer Drivers. Initially, Writer's Tool is set to
use a GENERIC printer driver which should work on aost
printers since it doesn’t use any special printer features
(like boldface or italics). Printer driver files supplied
with the systea end with an extension of ".PPP". If your
printer is aaong the drivers supplied, you can renaae it
or copy to a new file with the extension ".PDF" for
Printer Default File. Everytine you boot up with the WT
disk, this printer driver will be autoaatically loaded.
If your printer is not supported, you can build your own
printer driver file. However, you'll have to have an indepth understanding of how your printer works — and given
aost printer aanuals -- that is a non-trivial task!
Highlighting Text. In addition to noraal text, the
Writer’s Tool supports six additional coaaands that affect
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the appearance of characters printed on a page.
To
implement any of these format changes, you press
CONTROL+SHJFT plus an additional key (E for emphasized, D
for double-strike, I for italics, H for wide characters, U
for underline, up arrow for superscript, and down arrow
for subscript). These format changes can be turned on and
off at will anywhere in the document.

when it is done, the Writer's Tool loads back in and you
are once more in the word processing environment.

Chancing Text Fonts.
The font sodifiers mentioned
above workon whatever font you are using. Five possible
fonts may be selected (FI, ..., F5). The default font and
font characteristics are determined in the printer driver
file.
Common fonts include Pica (10 characters/inch),
Elite
(12
characters/inch),
and
Compressed
(17
characters/inch).
Some printers also have proportional
and letter quality fonts. The variety here will depend on
the capabilities of your printer and whether WT comes with
a printer driver for your printer. Drivers are supplied
for Atari 825, 1025, and 1027, Epson HX-BO, FX-80, RX-BO,
HX-BOv/Gt, Gemini 10X, Prowriter 8510, NEC 8023, Okidata
82A and 92, and the C0HREX CR-II daisy-wheel.

Print format options include font, page length, footer
start, left margin, line length, indent, up to 8 tab posi¬
tions, line spacing (four options), justification, word
wrap on/off, header and footer blocks with imbedded page
numbers, text centering, vertical grouping, page eject,
space between double columns, and reset to default values.

As indicated above, different fonts print a varying
number of characters per inch. Since your left margin and
your line length are specified in characters, if you
change your font, you must also change the margin settings
to keep the page looking neat. After some experimenting,
I was able to determine the appropriate settings for pica,
elite, and compressed and was able to print paragraphs in
each font and yet maintain the same left and right mar¬
gins. You cannot mix fonts on the same line, although you
can have normal and double-wide characters in any given
font on the same line. If you are going to mix double¬
wide within normal text, the right edge may or may not
come out even. In this format you might better switch to
a ragged right edge and the slight discrepancies caused by
nixing in double-wide text won't be noticed.
Double-Column Printing.
I experimented with the
double column option in Writer's Tool and, if you restrict
yourself to a single font, it works perfectly fine.
To
switch fonts, you have to specify a new left margin and
line length. If you do this when the text would normally
print in the second column, it is printed instead in the
first column thus ruining the page. Both columns are not
printed in the same pass. First, any header is printed
(across both columns). Next the left column is printed.
Then the program stops and waits for you to roll the page
back until the print head is at the top of the page again.
Then the right column is printed followed by an applicable
footers (again across both columns). The process worked
but it certainly wasn't as convenient as it would be if
both columns were formatted in memory and printed down the
page in a single pass.
External Programs. If you recall the main menu, an
option called Xternal was offered. The external programs
can all be accessed from within the Writer's Tool. These
programs include a spelling checker, a dictionary
maintenance program (to help maintain your own customized
dictionaries), a customizer program (to set default format
parameters and screen colors), and a printer program (to
modify or create your own specialized printer data files).
You choose the program you want, it loads and runs and

Other Features. Space doesn’t permit me to touch on
all the features available in The Writer's Tool (it takes
four pages in the tutorial just to list all the features).
Some that I haven't mentioned are listed below:

Soft hyphens can be inserted to produce automatic hypenation. Hard spaces are also supported.
CAPS-LOCK. INVERSE VIDEO, and CURSOR EXCHAN6E key states
are displayed when active.
Word count, character count, and memory usage displays are
available.
An unlimited number of files can be printed as one docu¬
ment Disk files can be linked internally or externally
and/or merged with text in the memory buffer or with key¬
board input.
Printer graphic images, single or multi-line, can be mixed
with text during linked printing.
Template documents can be selectively merged with data
base items or keyboard entries during printout.
Data base files can be created with the help of prompting
derived from labels in a template document.
The spelling checker is accessible from the word-pro¬
cessing environment, and returns to that environment when
checking and correction is completed.
A master dictionary of 20,000 words is provided;
number of user dictionaries can also be created.

any

Conclusion. The Writer's Tool advertises itself as
"A Professional Word Processing Program" and there is,
indeed, some credibility to this claim.
The editor is
quite excellent (except for the lack of a global search (
replace), the interaction with Atari DOS is natural and
easily mastered, the distinction between fonts and fontmodifiers is a good one and works well, the ability to
print long documents and to merge printouts with database
files is obviously useful, and the availability of a
spelling checker will be a welcome tool for many writers.
However, to be a truly top-notch writer's tool, the
print preview function will have to be changed substan¬
tially. Users want to preview the whole page using a cur¬
sor to move up, down, left or right to see what the final
product will look like. We also need to be able to start
and stop printing at specific pages.
And, finally, the
global parameters of a document such as page size and left
and right margins should only be set once. !f a font- is
changed, let the program figure out how to format the new
font to stay within the global settings.
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Enh«nc*m*nts
to
Basic a
A Super Aid at a Super Price
Reviewed by Marion D. Kitchens
How aainy' tines have you written a good Atari BASIC
prograa only to have it do unexpected and unexplainable
things?
Ever wish Atari BASIC had autoaatic line
nuabering, and instant renuabering?
How about DOS
functions directly froa BASIC?
ENHANCEHENTS TO BASIC
offers this and auch aore. It allows you to trace thru a
prograa as it is running and see what is happening while
it is happening.
It wll even trace the prograa on your
printer while displaying the noraal prograa output to the
screen.
Want to find all the lines containing a
particular variable? Just type SVAR ’var’ (put the actual
variable naae in place of ’var’, of course). If you type
DUHP first, the output will appear on your printer instead
of the screen. Typing SCREEN will put everything back to
your screen as you aight guess.
ENHANCEHENTS TO PASIC
provides soae forty additional coaaands to aid in
prograaaing. It coaes with a copyable (but copyrighted)
disk and a 30-page instruction aanual.
The
instruction
aanual
provides
keystroke-by¬
keystroke instructions for creating a bootable disk with
your particular DOS. DOS 2.0s, DOS 2.S, DOS 3.0, OSS DOS
XL, SPARTADOS, and others are supported and it works with
the 400/800 and XL and XE Ataris.
Uhen your disk is
booted you can choose between three varations of ENHANCED
BASIC: full enhanceaent with trace, full enhanceaent
without trace, and half enhanceaent. The aanual is very
well written with clear instructions and exanples, so you
really have to work at it to foul up.
The aanual
describes the liaitations and precautions you should
observe in using ENHANCEHENTS TO BASIC. It even shows how
to get into that troublesoae editing lockup problea, which
ENHANCEHENTS TO BASIC fixes, of course.
The aanual is
chock full of interesting tid bits of inforaation.
It is not practical to describe all of the new
coaaands available in this short space. Soae of the aore
interesting ones are auto line NUHbering, RENuabering, and
DELeting a block of lines.
You can turn the trace on
(TR0N) and off (TR0FF) and have it list the entire line
(LLINE) or list only the line nuabers (LNUHB) of the
trace. A list of a disk directory is displayed by typing
DIR. You can LOCK, UNLOCK, RENAHE and ERASE disk files,
and in soae circuastances RESTORE deleted disk files. If
you PROtect your prograa, it can only be RUN; it cannot be
LISTED or edited. You can list all the variables (LVAR)
in your prograa, search for lines containing a specified
variable (SVAR ’var’), and change the naae of variables
(CVAR "old,new").
The keyboard can be locked (LKB) to
prevent little fingers froa playing with your prograaaing
while you are away froa the coaputer, and unlocked by your
own secret three-character code. Those of you who like to
work in HEX will be delighted with the HEX and DECiaal
coaaands. The keys 4,5,6,7,8,9,0 when used in conjunction
with CONTROL and CONTROL-SHIFT keys are used to print
predefined strings to the screen. For exaaple, pressing
C0NTR0L+4 prints LOAD "D: .
Fourteen of the aost
frequently used strings are predefined, but 7 of then can
be redefined to anything you want up to 30 characters
long.
Typing HELP provides a two-page abbreviated
description of all the new coaaands.
The above covers

aost of the new coaaands that I think would be of
principal interest to Atari BASIC prograaaers. Others are
described in the aanual.
Hith the good, unfortunately, coaes soae bad. First
and aost obvious, ENHANCEHENTS TO BASIC requires part of
your coaputers aeaory.
Hy ENHANCEHENTS TO BASIC in the
full enhanced aode, including DOS XL, required 5760 aore
bytes than the 800XL’s built-in BASIC and D0SXL 2.20. In
the half-enhanced aode, the additional aeaory required was
only 1,574 bytes. (First Byte quotes BK and 4K for these
values.) This has been no problea for ae so far. Second,
if you go to DOS and need to return to ENHANCED BASIC, you
will, in aany cases, wipe out your BASIC prograa. So if
you need DOS functions that are not available froa
ENHANCED BASIC, you aust save your prograa before going to
DOS. Disk directory and file lock, unlock, and erase are
available froa ENHANCED BASIC. And so is disk foraatting
(single and double density) unless you are using DOS XL.
There are probably other disadvantages I have not
discovered yet, but the advantages far outweigh any found
so far.
Soae recoaaendatons.
If you are using OSS DOS XL
2.2, you should initialize your disk by typing 0 froa the
DOS aenu, and then type INIT at the D: proapt. Following
the ENhanced BASIC instructions for initializing froa the
DOS aenu will result in the bug described by Joe Haters on
page 14 of the Hay 1985 issue of CURRENT NOTES. If you
aake your bootable disk on the 800XL, you will find that
you now have Atari BASIC version C instead of the built in
version B. See Bill Hilkinson’s article on page 75 of the
Hay 1985 issue of COMPUTE! for aore inforaation on BASIC
versions A, B, and C.
I found it convenient to add
COPY.C0H, INIT.C0H, and HENU.C0H to the ENHANCED BASIC
disk so they are readily available when needed. Reaeaber
that ENHANCED BASIC is a prograaaing aid and is not
intended to be used when running prograas.
And now for the best part of all. ENHANCEHENTS TO
BASIC is available for $14.95 postage paid!!!!!
I
challenge anyone to find this auch and powerful software
for such a price. I nailed ay order with a personal check
and received ENHANCEHENTS TO BASIC in only 18 days, which
I consider to be excellent. The address is: FIRST BYTE,
P.0. BOX 32, Rices Landing, PA 15357
ENHANCED BASIC by First Byte offers the aost ’bang
for the buck’ that I have seen. Hope others will enjoy
it’s features as auch as I do.

Remember to say you saw their ad
in CURRENT NOTES when talking to
our advertisers!
asasassaasassaasasassaasassaassaasassaasasasassasBasasswaassaasasasarsasaassaasas
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Reviewed by John Bernes

TYPESETTER is the latest in the line of special
graphics software Marketed by XLENT Software. The user
creates page layouts by editing text and graphic inages on
a large area of screen aeaory. The screen netory can be
altered pixel by pixel and the edited result can be saved
to a disc file or duaped onto a printer page.
Two
versions are supplied, TYPESETTER 65,
which runs on an
800 or an BOOXL, and TYPESETTER 130 which runs on a 130XE.
All references in the rest of this review will be to
TYPESETTER 65. I do, however congratulate XLENT for being
one of the first to introduce a product that uses the
130XE’s real capabilities.

SOME PAST HISTORY
A little history lesson is in order for he benefit of
soae of ay friends are having trouble distinguishing aaong
the various XLENT products.
The first XLENT product in
this vein was HE6AF0NT (now at revision II+).
This
prograa provides tools for Manipulating special character
sets and using then to duap text files out to a graphics
printer in a bit graphics node. There is also provision
for duaping graphics screens froa a variety of sources.
PAGE DESIGNER extends these capabilities by allowing
the user to bring two stored graphics 8 iaages into the
coaputer and to aodify then by adding sore graphics or
superiaposed text in an infinite variety of fonts.
The
result can be saved or duaped to a coapatible printer, fiy
review of this prograa in the June 85 CURRENT NOTES was
enthusiastic because I feel that PAGE DESIGNER extends the
user’s creativity in ways that PRINT SHOP (which was this
spring’s rave prograa froa Broderbund Software) cannot do.
TYPESETTER is a quantua leap beyond PAGE DESIGNER in
capabilities.
It is also a leap forward in coaplexity,
but that part of the discussion can wait.

ENHANCED CAPABILITIES
Figure 1, which was prepared using TYPESETTER,
illustrates the structure of the package. The Text Editor
is the guts of the package in that it Manages aost of the
traffic between the user and the Bain screen.
The user
never sees the whole of the Bain screen except by printing
it out. All operations are carried in a 160 x 80 window
that scrolls saoothly around the 704 x 624 pixel aain
screen. Hhat you see is much less than what you get.
The user puts graphic iaages and text on the work
area to his heart’s content. 6raphic iaages can be loaded
froa a variety of sources that are capable of generating
62 sector iaage files on a DOS 2 disk.
The Sketch Pad
option (to be discussed later) provides additional
flexibility in loading graphics onto the aain screen. The
user can position the screen to an accuracy of one scan
line horizontally or vertically. Portions that scroll off
the ends or the sides siaply wrap around.

The text is loaded, as in Page Designer, froa altered
character sets stored on disk.
The user can, however
choose the height and width of the characters that are
placed on the screen.
The text can overlay a graphic
iaage or it can replace the graphic part of the iaage,
leaving spaces around the letters.
In addition to the
characters in the loaded font the user can use the builtin graphics characters of the Atari and there is another
resident character set that defines a set of patterns.
The latter are used for borders or fill areas.
Inverse
characters, selected using the Atari logo key, provide an
additional diaension.
Figure 1 was created entirely
within the Text Editor using the standard Atari text and
graphic characters.
The drawing tool in the Text Editor is the text
cursor. Its aoveaent is controlled by the usual cursor
keys and a couple of others that provide fine scrolling.
The user can rotate characters in 90 deg steps when
placing then on the screen and the direction of aoveaent
of the text cursor during typing can be selected.
The
best way to explore all of these capabilities is to
experiaent.
It is, however, a shaae that the
docuaentation does not contain aore exaaples like the ones
that sufficed for docuaentation with an early beta test
version of the prograa.
The Sketch Pad option allows the user to Manipulate
each pixel in a 160 x 80 area that is independent of the
aain screen. This window can be loaded froa a portion of
the aain screen or froa a separate file on disc.
The
designers refer to the contents of the Sketch Pad as
•icons' because they are saall iaages that can be
replicated onto the aain screen at any position.
When
perforaing this 'staaping* operation the user can either
overlay or replace the selected portion of the aain
screen. The drawing tool in the Sketch Pad is a graphics
cursor that is controlled by a joystickand the keyboard
cursor keys.
The graphics cursor is also used to aaka
aenu selections.
Certain keystrokes are used to aodify
soae of the aenu selections. A Koala Pad can be used in
the 130 version.
Pixel by pixel Modification of the iaage in the
Sketch Pad obviously allows one to take a lot of the rough
edges off of the type fonts.
This list of capabilities is by no aeans exhaustive,
and it should be obvious that the prograa can be used to
create lots of different outputs.
Advertising layouts,
viewgraphs, slides, greeting cards, banners, and others
coae iaaediately to aind. This prograa is getting close
to being useful for coaputer aided drafting.
I aa
iapressed by its power.

RUNNING THE PROGRAM
TYPESETTER boots froa an AUT0RUN.SYS file on a DOS 2
disc. It is easy ( I find it essential) to use extra disk
drives for loading and storing files. There is a built-in
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TYPESETTER MAIN MENU
TEXT EDITOR

PRINTER
OUTPUT
PRINTER TYPE
Half, Full PAGE
Vert, Horiz FORMAT

T
MAIN

Fancy Text Fonts
Graphics Characters
Risk Load & Store
IMage Conversion
Variable Type Sizes

Borders
Directory
Fornat
Position
Inage

X

I have made up a couple of visual aids to assist
myself in designing TYPESETTER layouts. Graph paper with
1/4 inch squares is another necessary adjunct. Do quite a
complete design before going into TYPESETTER because you
will be working piecemeal once you are in the program.
XLENT advocates using Page Designer to help with this
function, but I find that it is too limited for the things
I have done.
The length of time required to print an image is not
too bad because TYPESETTER uses the full width of the
Epson print head.

COMPLEXITY, THE PRICE OF POWER
The designers of TYPESETTER have done an outstanding
job of loading the program up with functionality.
I am
told that the code is incredibly constrained by the amount
of available memory. Every key on the keyboard has about
16 different meanings depending on whether it is part of a
control sequence, a graphics character, inverse video
character, upper or lower case or a combination thereof.
It is easy to lose one’s way in such a jungle and the user
is warned that alterness is required. Fortunately, it is
easy to back out of many difficulties, but I still feel
like a midieval monk hunched over an illuminated
manuscript when I use the program.
In short, the human
engineering of this product is not very good.
I think that the designers could have followed the
example of Text Wizard or SynCalc in making better use of
the function keys to separate the control functions from
the text entry functions.
In talking with the XLENT
people I gather that the program is still undergoing some
evolution even as it is being marketed. 1 understand that
today’s software designers must grab the brass ring while

( icon screen )
Plot - Draw - Fill
Circles - Spheres
Disk Load & store

STAMPJ,

(704 x 624 Pixels)

formatting option to open up a new disk if the old one is
full. Each stored image takes up 220 sectors, so disks
fill up quickly. The ESC key takes the user back to the
main menu and it is also used to bail out of some other
functions that the user may not wish to finish.
The
program is overlaid, so that there is a good deal of disk
swapping for those who work with a single drive.

SKETCH PAD

/|VETCH

SCREEN

they can, but I also think they should critique their work
more carefully and avoid selling a wine before its time.

DOCUMENTATION
The documentation for TYPESETTER is clearly more
detailed than XLENT’s previous work. Thank God. But this
complex product demands still more.
TYPESETTER is at
least as complicated as VisiCalc.
A reference card is
essential, and more examples are needed. The process of
trying everything is too time-consuming.
It should be
pointed out that, at a suggested retail price of $34.95,
it is no longer cheap (in Atari terms). Auxiliary discs
containing icons, graphics, and fonts are available for
the interested user, but 1 hope that our user group
libraries will support distribution of some tutorials and
other auxiliary material.

QUIRKS and GLITCHES
I encountered a couple of problems that I had to make
several attempts at solving. The first of these involved
fetching and stamping in the Sketch Pad function.
The
user must bump the graphic cursor into the image boundary
to make a menu selection. After making the selection he
must make a keystroke. The keystroke does not take effect
until the graphic cursor is backed away from the image
boundary.
This is not documented and it is not the
obvious thing to do, at least as far as I am concerned.
I never was able to control the fill mode in the
Sketch Pad. 1 also found that both the beginning and the
end of each line segment must be flagged in the draw
function.
It is much better to stick with Micro
Illustrator to do complex drawing, but it is a nuisance to
boot up another program and then go through the conversion
steps.
Hy printer displaced some of the lines slightly in
one of the print modes, ruining ay lovely artwork and
forcing me to use another print node that I did not
particularly want.
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The control keys in the Text Editor are not
recognized when the keyboard is in lower case or inverse
video, or both. This requires the user to back up, repair
any daaage, and reset the keyboard before trying to set a
new flag. This is annoying.
I an certain that the XLENT people will try to
respond to these bugs and I apologize to the* for not
working out good explanations of the proble* sooner.

CONCLUSION
TYPESETTER is a powerful tool for graphics on the 8bit Atari »achines. It would appear to push the graphics
abilities of these »achines into regions where only *uch
■ore expensive hardware and software dares to tread.
Patience and perseverance in the use of this tool will
provide aany pleasing and useful art objects, particularly
for so*eone like ae, who aakes a Rohrschach test every
tiae he takes a drafting pen in hand.
I understand that XLENT will
software for working with Sketch Pad
will be 16 x 16 pixel type fonts. I
extensions and to aany aore hours of

soon have additional
iaages and that there
look forward to these
using TYPESETTER.

bbbsbbssbbbb&bsbsssbsbsbssbss&bsssbbbbss

Software Licensing (continued fro* page 39)
after the sale was coapleted.
If you purchase software
off-the-shelf and were not inforaed about, did not reason¬
ably expect, and did not agree to the teras of the license
agreeaent in the box, then those teras are not part of the
agreeaent and you are not bound by those teras.
In other words, if a store sells you a package of
sofware , the sale is coaplete, and the teras of the sale
cannot be aodified by a piece of paper you discover later
when you one package.
In particular, the paper cannot
convert a coapleted "sale" into a "licensing agreeaent."
Courts also tend to look with disfavor upon "take ir
ot leave itf contracts. Contract law is based on the idea
that there is an agreeaent. A lenghthy "agreeaent" found
inside that new software box you bought obviously contains
a great nuaber of teras that were never agreed to. The
seller is siaply trying to iapose thea unilaterally on a
"take it or leave it" basis.
Moreover, where aany of the teras are onesided, the
court is likely to view the docuaent as iaposed rather
than agreed to, and the court aay even throw out the en¬
tire docuaent even though soae of the teras aight be rea¬
sonable in theaselves. I would expect a court to be very
skeptical of license agreeaents for software where the
seller does not proaise to do anything, and in fact dis¬
dains virtually everything.
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Softwar*

Licensing

Agreements

by Robert A. Kreiss
(Hr. Kreiss is an attorney uith the Seattle Ian lira of
Cary and Baron. The follouing article originally appeared
in HORTHHEST C0HPIITIH6, a publication of the Horthuest
Coaputer Society, and appears in CIIRREHT HOTES uith Hr.
Kreiss' peraissioa.)
Software licensing agreements sometimes seem to me to
be a lot like those old-fashioned "melodramas* they had in
the 1890's.
Remember those melodramas where the villain, with his
long black moustache, swirling cape, and evil leer, ap¬
pears near the climax of the play and announces that he
now owns the Old Homestead.
It transpires that he has
tricked the beautiful, innocent heroine into deeding the
property to him under theguise of having her sign a letter
to the editor.
Consider the kinds of licensing agreements which one
sometimes (often?) encounters with ordinary off-the-shelf
software for use with home computers. It is usually full
of legalese in which you (the purchaser) are informed that
the seller is disclaiming that the software will do any¬
thing, but at the same tine the seller is stating that you
cannot transfer the copy to anyone else, make copies, or
do anything else with your new product.

assume all of the risks. Uhat it does may or may not be
accurate, desirable, or useful. The company disclaims any
responsibility.
The only thing missing from the above licensing is
the evil laugh which we have come to associate with vil¬
lains in melodramas.
As computers and software become
more sophisticated, p4erhaps we will be treated to the
sound of that evil laughter at the time we insert our pro¬
gram disks into our computers.
Fortunately, most of us don't have to test the valid¬
ity of these software licensing agreements. He buy the
program, and lo, it does work. He don’t have occasion to
patch the program. Ue don’t make copies and transfer then
to others.
Thus the question of the validity of the
agreement doesn't arise.
Indeed, I know of no reported lawsuit which involves
the question of whether such agreements are valid. This
is somewhat surprising, considering the publicity gener¬
ated by software companies about the problems of illicit
piracy and bootleg copies.

Louisianas’s "Software
License Enforcement Act"

The purchaser, like the innocent heroine of a melo¬
drama, thinks he is buying something, but later finds out
that the licensing agreement specifically disclaims that.
In fact, the purchaser may not even see the license agree¬
ment until he gets home and finds- it when he opens the
box.

The anti-piracy program has led the computer industry
to lobby for laws which would make these agreements more
enforceable. Software developers have persuaded Louisiana
to pass such a law. The new law provides for the enforce¬
ability of so-called "shrinked-wrapped" license agreements
under certain conditions.

Of course, in the melodrama, the back-hearted villain
is foiled at th end; often hoisted on his own petard.
Could it be that a similar ending will also be the fate of
software licensors?

The conditions included requirements that the pur¬
chaser be given notice that there are license terms, and
what those terms are; that if a purchaser opens the sealed
package containing the software he is bound by the terms;
and that the purchaser be told that he can reject the
terms by returning the package unopened and that he will
be given a full refund.

Terms of License Agreement
Consider a typical softare license agreement that
cones with the new CanDo sofware program you just bought.
It probably has a number of provisions:
1.
You are granted a license only to use the program,
limited to a single computer. You are allowed to make one
back-up copy.
2. You are not allowed to make any other copies, and you
are not allowed to seel or transfer your copy to anyone
else.
3.

You may not patch or modify the program in any way.

4. The software is sold "AS IS*. No warranties are made
the the fabulous, heavily advertised CanDo software you
bought will do anything. In fact, it is expressly stated
that if it does anything at all (including destroying
everything in your computer memory or on other disks), you

Void or Enforceable
Software license agreements generally and even the
new Louisiana statute nay be at least partially void. The
absence of cases makes it impossible to predict what a
court would do in a particular situation, but there is a
reasonable amount of doubt in the legal community about
the validity of some of the more common terms found in li¬
cense agreements.
Contractual agreements between a buyer and a seller
nay be valid.
But the key word here is "agreement."
Courts will enforce licenses and contracts if the parties
considered and bargained or agreed upon the terns.
On the other hand, courts will not enforce the terns
of an "agreement" which one party knew nothing about until
(Continued on page 38)
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Current Notes, along with other adventurous souls,
was one of the " early purchasers of the new Atari ST.
Besides using the machine to produce the newsletter
(eventually), I though it would be useful to give our
readers a hands-on perspective of the new Atari hardware
and software. Tu_:, v*Ito ST world.
The new Atari 520 ST arrived in July, and, except for
a few bumps along the way (see the 520ST article by Jack
Holtzhauer on page 27) the hardware is every bit as
impressive as old Jack promised.

The

Monitors.

The 840x400 resolution of the
monochrome monitor ($199) is exceptionally clear.
The
color monitor ($399) produces a low resolution (320x200)
and a medium resolution (640x200) picture.
If anyone is
familiar with an IBM color monitor,
you will be
particularly impressed not only with the crispness and
clarity of the colors, but also the legibility of the text
in the 80-column medium resolution mode.
There is only
one port on the ST for a monitor. You can plug in either
the monochrome or the color — the computer automatically
figures out which one you are using.
If you have the
monochrome, you cannot use the low or medium color modes.
Similarly, if you have a color monitor, you cannot use the
high resolution mode. Although early reports claimed that
the ST would have an RF modulator included, there is no
jack on the back for your TV.
However, don't throw away
your TV just yet. ANALOG has already hooked up an ST to a
TV and says the picture is great. They will be publishing
instructions on how you can do this (you won't even have
to open up your ST) in an upcoming issue of the magazine.

The Drive(s).
The single-sided 500K disk drive
($199) Ts quiet and fast (the 280K T0S operating system
loads in about 30 seconds).
A double-sided 1M drive
($299) is also available. One thing you may not be aware
of, the disk drive uses a standard IBM format.
Some
enterprising users have already hooked up standard IBM
drives to the ST and have been able to read them without
any trouble.
When the IBM PC II comes out with its 3.5“
drives (I know IBM said that this doesn't exist, but you
can't believe anything IBM says), your ST disks will be
compatible. (Not the programs, of course, just the disks.
But if you are just passing data back and forth, that is
enough.) By the way, the connector for the drive cable is
non-standard and made exclusively for Atari.
However,
Atari has informed John Baum of STS Video that they will
be supplying these connectors to authorized repair
centers.
Peripheral Ports.

The modem port takes a standard
IBM cable as does the printer port.
If you are going to
buy a cable, however, check with the Atari advertisers in
this newsletter before you run out to Computer land or MBI
or any standard IBM-type computer store; you'll save a
bundle.
I’ve used a modem (Hayes 300) and a printer
(Panasonic 1091) without any difficulties whatsoever.
If
your printer is not Epson compatible, you may not be so
fortunate.

The Unbiased? Press.
I'd like to say that the
hardware has been met by rave reviews.
However, since
Commodore introduced the Amiga,
every computer-type
magazine (except the Atari crowd of course) has been
falling over itself in lavish praise of the Amiga without
any hint that another new, powerful, and exciting computer
is available. Why is that? Perhaps we'll have to put one
of our investigative reporters on the job to uncover the
reasons for this apparent Atari blindness.
The Amiga
certainly is an impressive machine, after all it is an
"advanced Atari" having been designed by the original
designer of your 400/800 machines.
As a matter of fact,
although the Atari suit with Commodore has not yet been
settled, the chances are high that Atari will receive a
royality for each Amiga sold!
ST vs Amiga.
However, although the AMIGA can do
more, it costs more. A color model with 520K and a color
monitor will cost approximately twice the cost of the ST
($2,000 vs $1,000). If you go monochrome on the ST, which
by the way, I prefer to the color, the cost is only $800.
For $800, I have a machine that is every bit as fast as my
$$$$$$ IBM AT, has a better resolution monitor, and, given
acpror'-Iate software, will allow me to accomplish a wide
variety of professional tasks just as easily and quickly
as the IBM PC allows. Why should I spend more money just
to get a machine that does this while, at the same time,
allows me to view animated color cartoons in stero?
I
don't really want to get into the debate as to which is a
better machine.
I don't care which is better. The ST is
sore than good enough for all the things I want to do and,
most importantly, on a limited budget, it is much sore,
affordable than is the Amiga.
ST Software.
Astute readers will have noticed an
important "phrase in the paragraph above — "given
appropriate software."
Without software, even a $100 ST
wouldn't be much of a bargain.
So what software is
available? The answer to that question is one of the more
important reasons for producing this column. Each month I
will try to highlight new offerings for the Atari ST line.
So, what's available now?
Atari Languages.
The ST comes with two languages,
LOGO and" BASIC.
TOGO was delivered with the original
machines.
Atari is promising BASIC no later than early
September.
Those of you interested in doing commercial
development on the ST can purchase the ST Development
system which includes C, an assembler, debugger, and a ton
documentation for $300. If interested, contact Richard
Frick, 1196 Vorregas, Sunnyvale, CA
94086
(408) 7454926.
By the way," if you'd like to buy another drive or
monitor, or even the whole ST system, you can contact
Atari directly, c/o Mr. Frick, to make your purchase.

4xFQRTH. Many other languages are under development
by various third parties.
Some such as Hippo C may even
be out by the time you are reading this. But there is one
that is available right now from The Dragon Group, Inc.
4xF0RTH is a multiuser, multitasking, real-time system
running under Atari's T0S operating system.
Based on the
FORTH 83 Standard, standard prog* a::.: will
and run as
written
(see discussion of EXPRESS below).
This
implementation of FORTH, which has been designed to give
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the user a true 32 bit FORTH system, is incredibly fast.
The Dragon Group claims that it can often beat a C
compiler by 252 or more.
4'xFORTH
is
supplied
in
several
different
configurations. Level I ($99.95) contains the Multiuser,
multitasking 4xF0RTH system, a fast high level compiler,
full screen editor with special function key support,
assembler with mode/register error checking, access to
Atari file system, ram disk and serial disk support, user
addable disk and terminal drivers, printing support,
CHECKING vocabulary for program debugging, on line help
support for disk loaded code, and support for Atari
grahpics. Level II ($149.95), adds support for GEH calls
and a floating point system. A full-fledged developer's
system is also available. For more information, see the
PD disk section below or contact The Dragon Group, Inc.
148 Poca Fork Road, Elkview, WV 25071 (304) 965-5517.
Express. You say you are not a programmer? You just
want to use your ST for word processing? Lucky you. On
Honday, August 19, Hirage Concepts started shipping their
EXPRESS Letter Processor. This program, written in FORTH,
was introduced in April for the IBM PC. Hirage got an ST
and ported the program over in two weeks. I hope to have
a copy by the time you read this; a full review will come
next month.
In the mean time, I can tell you that the
program has five main components:
Word Processor (word wrap, page and line counter, reformat
paragraph, set margin tabs, bold/underline/pause, print
envelope, help screen, file commands).
Hailing
List
(standard
format,
multiple
capacity:disk size, auto sort, help screen).

disks.
Four disks are available right now; they are
listed below.
Disks will be available at N0VATARI
meetings and will cost $4.00 per disk. For mail orders,
add an additional $0.50 plus $0.25 per disk ordered.
Order from CURRENT NOTES, 122 N. Johnson Road, Stering, VA
22170.
ST-1: High Resolution Demos. Show off the resolution of
your monochrome monitor with the near photo-quality of
this black and white slide show.
ST-2: Color Slide Show.
Seen the great color pictures
published in the press?
Here they are.
Weather map,
faucet, waterfall, trumpet, and more.
ST-3: 4xFQRTH Demo Disk. Want to try out 4xF0RTH and see
what it is like? This demo disk from The Dragon Group
allows you to do and use all of the functions of 4xF0RTH
except the accessing of the Atari file system and the
saving of ram disk to a physical disk drive (blocks you
build containing programs will be lost when you exit to
T0S). Includes nearly 20 pages of documentation files.
ST-4: STERH.
This program is a 20k source code (68000
assembler) of a ST terminal program for the public domain.
It has ASCII upload and downloading but has no Xmodem
(...yet!). Readers of the ST section in the AtariSIG on
CompuServe will recognize this as the terminal program
developed by Jez San of Argonaut Software in England.
Hopefully, Jez will provide another copy when he adds
Xmodem.

files,

Hail Herge (match any field, sort alpha cr zip)
Typewriter (memory typesriter, direct to printer, allow
print functions)
Terminal (send files, receive files, echo to print, echo
to disk).
And the price for all this?
$49.95.
For more
information contact Hirage Concepts, 4055 West Shaw Ave.,
Suite 108, Freson, CA 93711 (800) 641-1441.
Presenting the Atari ST. Although there may not be
much software out for the St, there is a book available.
Presenting the Atari ST. 198 pp. by L. English and J.
Waikowiak, is published by Abacus Software, P.0. Box 7211,
Grand Rapids, HI 49510
(616) 241-5510.
The book just
arrived so I can't give you a detailed review yet. You
can get some idea of the content by the chapter titles:
Introducing the 16-bit Processors, The Architecture of the
Atari ST, The Atari ST Operating System, Towards a Userfriendly Computer, Working with GEH, Communication Between
Han and Machine, and LOGO.
Public Domain ST Software.
Besides commercial
software, expect to see a wide variety of public domain
software becoming available. Since CURRENT NOTES has an
ST, I will serve, initially, as the source for ST library

The first line of your mailing label has some
important information for you. The most important is the
expiration date of your CURRENT NOTES subscription or club
membership. It is in the form YYHH. If your label says
8512, that means the last issue of CURRENT NOTES you will
receive is in December, 1985. If your label says 8509 or
8510, therefore, it is time for you to RENEW!
You will also notice a two-letter club abbreviation
followed by a three-digit club ID number (for internal CN
use) followed by a single letter "R" or "N".
CURRENT
NOTES is classified as a "Requestor's" publication.
If
you are receiving CURRENT NOTES via your club, I must have
on file a signed, and dated, statement saying that you do,
indeed, request this newsletter. The letter "R“ indicates
that I have such a statement from you.
The letter *N"
indicates that I do not.
If you see the letter "N",
please fill out the form on page 46 (a xerox copy is
sufficient) and send it to me (or give it to an
appropriate club representative to forward to me).
The
statements are good for three years, so you don’t have to
do this very often. If you are subscribing directly, the
checks you sent in are sufficient evidence that you have
“requested" the newsletter.
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A SPRIflG FEVER SALE FOR YOU!
UJHO SAYS YOUR ATARI CAfl’T DO
UJHAT OTHER COmPUTERS DO?
For less than $975 you can enhance your ATARI 'system AND add a oomplete 64k CP/M and 256k MSDOS computer
to it!
The ATR8000 is both a complete ATARI interface and a CP/M computer. It runs rp to four disk drives that
mixture of 5 1/4" (40t and 80t) and 8", single-sided and double-sided. It also has ports for a
parallel printer and a modem. With the ATR8000, you can connect normal computer components to your ATARI
system AND use these same devices for CP/M computing. Using standard disk drives you can operate in a
double density ATARI-like operating system called t-IYDOS. It even includes moaem software

Jll

Even the novice computer user will find ATRS000 CP/M friendly. It includes a program that lets you read
disks from over 40 other CP/M computers 1 SWP provides several utility programs, including a versatile
modem program.
You don't have to stop at CP/Hl With the addition of one of SWP's CO-POWERs the ATR8000 system can be
expanded to include an 8088 processor with up to 1024k of RAM and
Lt^cp/m ‘ (SSf
also provides a program to let you use CO-POWERs memory as a high-speed disk drive for CP/M (RAMDISK).
There are two CO-POWERs to choose from: CO-POWER-88 has 256k of memory and CO-POWER-Plus is expandable
from 256k to 1024kl
best OF ALL,

buy now and take advantage of SWP's SPRING FEVER prices.

Buy the components separately or

as a package:
64k ATR8000 w/ CP/M. $499^95 $399.95
16k ATR8000 (no CP/M) . 9249r95 OiSCjONT'D
256k
256k
512k
763k
1024k

C0-P0WER-88, MS-DOS, RAMDISK 9586r88
CO-POWER*, MS-DOS, RAMDISK . $650■88
CO-POWER*, MS-DOS, RAMDISK . 9?6£t83
CO-POWER*, MS-DOS, RAMDISK . 9S?4t88
CO-POl’JER+, MS-DOS, RAMDISK . $986t88

$399.95
$549.95
$629.95
$709.95
$789.95

PACKAGE DEAL £2:
Get the Ultimate with ATR8000 and CO-PCWER-Plus
64k ATR8000 w/ 256k CP+ ... 91149i95
1 DS 5 1/4" Drive. 9 329-r95
1 2-Drive Cable .
AUTOTER480 (80-Col Option). 9 29t9S
MYDOS (DD ATARI OS for ATR) .

$ 899.95
$ 159.95
? 25.00
-FREE$ 29.95

UPS GRND (Cont. US)

$1114.85
10.10

PACKAGE DEAL #1: ATR8000 and CO-PCWER-88 System
64k ATR8000 w/ 256k CP88. 9999t95
1 DS 5 1/4" Drive .. 9329^95
1 2-Drive Cable.
AUTOTERM80 (80-Col Option) . 9 29t95
MYDOS (DD ATARI OS for ATR) ..

$749.95
$159.95
$ 25.00
-FREE? 29.95

$964.85
UPS GRND (Cont. US)
10.10
WOW! $974.95

WOWl $1124.95
EVEN BETTER:
PACKAGE #3: #2 w/ 512k CP+. $1204.95
PACKAGE £4: #2 w/ 768k CP+. $1284.95
PACKAGE #5: #2 w/ 1024k CP+ . $1364.95
PACKAGE £6: #5 w/o drive, cable, MYDOS

$1150.05

call SUJP SALES: 817-924-7759
SHIP miCROCOmPUTER PRODUCTS, lOOO ID. FULLER, FT. UJORTH, TX 76115
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The August meeting had a new format, with six individual
timeslots for the various parts of the program.
This
meeting format will be tried for the next few months. We
hope it will enable all of the members attend the sections
of the meeting that appeal to them, while still allowing
for ample time to purchase library disks, Novatari Program
Exchange disks, etc.

AURA
Minutes: 1 August 1985
bj Bill PiMble
Reports of Officers: Vice-president John Barnes reported
that the executive committee would be deciding whether to
participate in the October 12th Computerfest *85. He also
announced that disks 37-42 are now available in the AURA
library at ACA in Gaithersburg. AURA members can borrow
disks using their Membership cards. Bill Pimble reported
that AURA membership currently stands at 128.

Demonstrations:

The club received several demonstrations.
Subjects were as diverse as "how to lubricate the 1050
disk drive" to "Bounty Bob Strike’s Back" (the sequel to
"Hiner 2049er"). The highlight of the evening, however,
was a demonstration of the new 520ST by Hike Barnes and
the crew from Xlent Software. Demonstrations of color and
high resolution monochrome graphics were impressive. Hike
also reported on some new software packages that are in
the works at Xlent.
Bill Schadt, the club librarian, demonstrated several
graphics programs from club disk #47 including his
original "Pixel Scan" and a high-speed graphics utility
program.
Club disks up to #49 were available at the
meeting.

WACUG
President's Report
b] Jact Holtzhaaer
WACUG’s September meeting will be held at 7:00 pm on the
evening of Tuesday the 24th. Bob Danson of the National
Capitol and Capital Pro Hicro UGs will demonstrate his
ATR8000 system and we’ll show off some new software
goodies. We also hope to have a preliminary report from
our nominating committee and Cecil Alton will chair a
secticr :f the meeting during which the group’s officers
will attempt to describe what they’re doing and how
they’re doing it.
Haybe by putting on this "show and
tell" we might be able to entice some of you to run for
office in our November elections.

During the August meeting we reviewed "Final Legacy" (a
submarine game), "Track and Field" (with Olympic type
events), Deep Blue C (the language "C"), and the 520ST.
Here is the new meeting format.
If you would like to
demonstrate any software, new or old, just contact Dennis
HcCormick (430-9552) or myself (455-7145) and we’ll make
the arrangements.

NOVATARI MEETING FORMAT
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00

Beginners Forum
Games/Entertainment Demos’
Library/NPX Demos’
Open Forum
Home/Business Productivity Demos’
Business Heeting

President's Report
bf Joe Haters

Volunteers.

Those of you who attended the August meeting
alsonoticed that the library and blank disk tables were
moved out into the hallway. This helped greatly to cut
down on noise during the program.
However, it doesn’t
make for a great evening if a few people have to spend all
their time during the meeting sitting in the hallway! We
would like individual members to volunteer to take a short
time slot (half an hour or even only 15 minutes) to help
man the tables.
Georgia Weatherhead (938-4829) will be
coordinating this effort. Please give her a call if you
can volunteer some of your time.

Library Disks.

Our valued librarian, Evan Brooks, now
copies from 200-300 disks a month, far too many to allow
him any time to put together new library disks. He needs
some help.
We have a wide variety of "raw" disks
available. We need volunteers to help select desireable
programs to be included in our library. All you have to
do is try out the various programs, pick the best ones,
make sure they work, and prepare at least some minimal
documentation if required. If you feel you can help out
in this area, give Evan (354-4482) a call.

New Additions to the Library.

I don’t have room to
highlight ail the new disks we have added to our library,
but let me just mention two of particular interest: the
RDBHS/AT Database Hanager and AH0DEH 7.1.

NOVATARI
Novatari Meetings
by Dave liefer
The July meeting of Novatari featured Hike Barnes of
"XLENT SOFTWARE" discussing printer utilities including
demonstrations of Hegafont II and Typesetter. The 520ST
also made its debut at the July meeting and "wowwed" us
with its graphics capabilities.

The database manager called RDBHS/AT (Utility Disk No. 4)
was written by Allen Leigh of Pepperell, HA. This series
of BASIC programs gives you the tools you need to help you
build your own database application in BASIC. It provides
the following functions: (1) A standalone builder program
written in Atari BASIC to build the database.
You can
have as many fields in each record as you want, and the
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length of each field can be as long as you want.
The
fields can be either REAL or CHARACTER values.
You can
have as %any records in each relation as you want, and you
can also have as many separate relations as you want,
limited only by the memory available. (2) Six subroutines
that can be included in the source of application
programs.
These routines provide a "user view* of the
database. (3) Various routines to support the linked lists
that comprise the database and perfor® the disk I/O.
These routines provide a "physical view" of the database.
The source code contains ®any co»»ents to help you
understand the code. The co®»ents do not have BASIC line
numbers and are thus thrown away when the code is loaded
into ®e®ory. A 20+ page manual is included on the disk.
AHODEH 7.1 (Telecow Disk No. 4) is a terminal program,
written by Trent Dudley, for all 8-bit Atari computers
with at least 48K RAH. It works with most popular modems.
When you run AHODEH 7.1, it automatically determines the
modem/handler combination you are using and configures
itself accordingly.
Besides all the standard AHODEH
functions, AHODEH 7.1 can utilize joystick input, includes
a clock to help you keep track of your time online, can
toggle smooth vertide scrolling on/off, and has macros to
allow you to set up automatic log-on files.
This is one
of the most sophisticated versions of AHODEH available and
it works on whatever modem you have.
Complete documen¬
tation is included.
Remember, Evan has a folder with complete library disk
descriptions available at each NOVATARI meeting.
If you
are unsure of what is on a disk, just check the folder.

Latest NPX Releases

by L 0. Stevenson
We have had several new NPX releases and it is tir:e to
summarize what they are.

NPX 14 WEEKLY SCHEDULER ($5) Jon Smith.

This program
allows the user to schedule his or her time for a given
week. It is used most effectively to schedule activities
that are done every week at the same time.
Functions
included are:
Create schedule,
Load schedule,
Save
schedule, Edit schedule, Print schedule, and Delete
schedule.

NPX 15 HATH 6AHE ($5) Lawrence James.

This is a simple
arcade gameto teach simple arithmetic (addition and
subtraction) at the first or second grade level.
Of
interest to non-elemenary school age Atarians is the
included assembly language source code that illustrates
player-missle graphics and smooth scrolling.

(The next four NPX releases, besides being valuable
programs in their own right, are significant tools for
interacting with minis and main-frames.)

NPX »6 PRINT TOOL

($20) Harshall Abrams.
This is a
powerful utility descended from, and compatible with, the
RUN0FF/NR0FF printer formatting programs found on DEC
minis and in UNIX operating systems.
Using a word
processing program to enter text and the appropriate
codes, Print Tool performs the following functions:

automatic section, chapter, appendix, and page numbering;
output to a printer,
file, or screen; proportional
printing and right justification; table of contents,
footnotes, and index; running headers and footers; mixed
size type on one line; programmable printer drivers; and
more.
Since the text has no imbedded control codes, it
can be easily sent to a mini.
Hard copies of the ample
manual can only be obtained at the Novatari Heetings.

NPX 17 DEEP BLUE C COHPILER ($8) John Howard Palevich.

An
excellent opportunity for Atarians to learn one of the
growing major languages on minis and mainframes (and on
the 520ST!). This is a subset of Version 7 C and is based
on Ron Cainrs Small-C compiler.
It supports: char, int,
and pointer data types; if, else, while, break, continue,
return, for, do, switch, case, and default control
statements; idefine and iindude compiler directives;
relocating linker;
Atari
graphics and player/missle
functions.
It does not support structures, unions, and
floating point numbers.
The relocating linker is the
first such that I know of for the Atari for any language.
OSS C/65 does not support separately compiled routines.
It does compile into 6502 assembly code, however, whereas
Deep Blue C compiles into an intermediate code which is
interpreted.
NPX IB DEEP BLUE SECRETS ($8) John Howard Palevich. This
is the C source code for the compiler and linker, and the
Atar Hacro Assembler source for the interpreter.
This
offers the chance to learn something about how compilers
and linkers are put together. With the compiler source it
might also be possible to upgrade the arithmetic functions
to handle floating point.
NPX «9 CHAHELEON TERHINAL EHULATOR ($8) John Howard
Palevich.
This program allows the Atari to act as a
remote terminal to another computer.
The possible
terminals are: "glass TTY", Lear Siegler's ADH-3A, DEC VT52 (older
from
of
VT-100),
VT-52XL
(non-standard
extension), IBH 3031 ASCII terminal, and a test terminal.
A screen size of 24 lines by 40, 80, or 132 columns is
supported by using the Atari smooth scrolling. 75 to 1200
baud continuous communication or 1800 to 9600 baud noncontinuous communication is possible. Hore important than
the terminal emulator is the capability of uploading and
downloading previously generated files.
Flow-controlled,
XHodem, and Kermit protocols are supported.
(Finally a really
arcade hands.)

captivating

game,

even

for

the

old

NPX

*10 DANDY ($8) John Howard Palevich.
This is
basically an action maze adventure, somewhat similar to
the Temple of Apshai and Ultima series. But Dandy allows
multiple (1-4) players to compete at the same time!
Horeover, you can create your own dungeon mazes.
Hore programs are in the works.
Even on the small scale
that we are operating, compared to major commercial
ventures, it still takes more effort than people realize
at first to produce simple, user-friendly programs that
others might enjoy. Nevertheless, dust off your pride and
joys, polish them a bit more, and get them into NPX!
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DISK LIBRARY

- Order disks fro# the NOVATARI librarian. Price for
WAACE aeabers' (i.e. anyone who subscribes to Current
Notes) is $3.00/disk plus $1.00 for postage and handling
for every 3 disks. If you are not a #e#ber of WAACE, cost
is a flat $5/disk (includes postage and handling.) Send
checks, payable to NOVATARI, to N. Evan Brooks, 4008
Patricia Street, Annandale, VA 22003.
6AHE DISKS;
1- TEXT ADVENTURES (Crash Dive!, Adventure in the 5th
Diaension, Kidnapped!, Operation Sabotage)
2- 6ANBLIN6 GAMES (Blackjack, Five Card Stud, 6aabler’s
Dozen, Progressive Jackpot, Poker Squares)
3- SI Hill AT IONS (Broadway, Civil Uar, Dairy Faraing, Dark
Horse, Kingdoa)
4- HAZE GAMES (Dragon Maze, Hidden Maze, Caves of Ice, The
Halls of the Leprechaun King, Maze Maniac, Master Maze,
Maze Race, 3-D Maze, 0MAZE)
5- PARLOR GAMES (Othello, Battleship, Monopoly, Mille
Bornes, Yhatzee, Siaon, Solitaire)
6- 6RAPHICS GAMES (Engineer, Night Flyer, Oil Piazza Hotel,
Retrofire, Titan)
7- ACTI0N! GAMES (Rats Revenge, Warp Attack, Birds, Angle
Ucras, Seas, Snails, Pong, Break Out, Bounce Fun)
B-ARCADE L00K-A-LIKES (Pac Attack, Livewire, Maniac,
Burgers, and sore ...)
MUSIC DISKS;
1- TV/M0VIES (AMS IiCheers, The Entertainer, EW0K
Celebration, Knight Rider, Raiders of the Lost Ark,...)
2- ROCK (AMS I:Beat-It, Eye of the Tiger, Thriller, Still
Rock'N Roll to Me, I Feel the Earth Move, Spinning Wheel)
3- JAZZ (AMS II: In the Mood, Satin Doll, Take 5, Muskrat
Rag, Soda Rag, City Lights, Atrain, Southern Nights, Ghost
Busers, We Are the World)
4- BASIC MUSIC Prograas (Star Spangled Banner, Flight of
the Buable Bee, The Entertainer, Darktow Strutter’s Ball,
Handel’s Messiah, Mr. Sandaan, Bibbidi Bobbidi Boo)
EDUCATION DISKS.:
1- MATHEMATICS (Drill, Function, Line, Hath Kids, Math
Fractions, Math Quiz, Math Tiae, Multiply)
2- (More educational disks coaing in October)
TELECOM DISKS:
1- 850 Interface (Aaodea Plus V4.4, Aaodea Plus XL V2.5,
Autodial, TSCQPE, plus several docuaentation files...)
2- 835/1030 Modeas (Aaodea - 3 versions, TSC0PE, DISKLINK,
handlers and docs for all prograas)
3- HPP Modeas (Aaodea Plus VI.6, AaodeaXL, MPP File
converters, R-Handler, HSC0PE, and docuaentation)
4- AHODEM 7.1 (Works with all popular aodeas, aany bells
and whistle, coaplete docuaentation included.)
UTILITY DISKS:
1- MISC UTILITIES (Casette to Disk, Sector Exaainer, Make
AUTORUN.SYS, Tiaedock, and aore....)
2- PRINTER UTILITIES (Banner Generator, Cross-Reference
Lister, Disk Directory Printer, ATASCII Lister Prograa,
Mailing List Prograa, Screen Duap, and aore...)
3- ATARI DOS 2.5 (D0S.SYS, DUP.SYS, RAMDISK.COM,
COPY32.COM, DISKFIX.COM, SETUP.COM, DOS25.DOC)

4- RELATIONAL DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (by Allen Leigh)
Provides the BASIC routines you need to build your own
database application prograa.
5- GRAPHICS TRILOGY (by Tia Kilby) AMUCE: a character
editor that aids you in designing text fonts; BIP: easy to
use graphic drawing prograa; and MMPC: helps you build
your own display-list aodifications.
6- COPYMATE 130 (Sector copying prograa for the 130XE.
Copies entire disk in one pass. Makes aultiple copies
without rereading original.)
7- SECT0R COPIER (Sector copying prograa for 400/800/800XL
series.)
8- TRANSLATOR DISK (Loads old Atari operating systea into
XL and XE coaputers so that they can run all available
Atari software).
LAN6UAGE DISKS:
1- fig-F0RTH Version 1.1 (Includes FORTH language,
Asseabler, Debugger, Editor, and coaplete doc files)
2- ACTION! Source Prograas (Rats Revenge, Warp Attack,
Angle Woras, Gees, Snails, Pong)
3- ACTION! GRAPHICS DEMOS (See how Action! can show off the
graphics capabilities of your Atari.)
4- ACTION! UTILITY PROGRAMS (Mostly prograaaing aids to
help you in your Action! prograaaing)
5- ACTION! MODULES II (Assortaent of approxiaately 30
general purpose aodules that you can include in your
prograas. Docuaentation included.)
6- ACTION! NODULES 12 (Siailar to Modules tl but includes
aore advanced procedures line an Action! disasseabler.
Docuaentation included.)
7- BASIC XL REF-BASE (by Christopher F. Chabris) A
ainiature database aanager built with BASIC XL. Shows how
to use aany of the special features of BASIC XL.)
8- LOGO DEMOS 11(Coaing)
Coaing: A series of disks containing "The Best of
CoapuServe."

NOVATARI PROGRAM EXCHANGE
1- VIZPICS ($3) Collection of pictures (Sl:Dark Crystals,
S2:Star Trek) generated by Visualizer.
2- WORD BUILDER ($7) Vocabulary-building gaae and
dictionary aaintenance prograa with nine 100-word
dictionaries (including grades 2-8).
3- UNDELETER ($3) A aenu-driven utility that allows you to
recover accidently deleted disk files.
4- WEEKLY SCHEDULER ($5) Allows the user to schedule
his/her tiae for a given week.
5- MATH GAME ($5) Siaple arcade gaae teachs siaple arith¬
metic (addition/subtraction) at 1st or 2nd grade level.
6- PRINT TOOL ($20) Powerful utility descended froa, and
compatible with, RUN0FF/NR0FF printer formatting prograas.
7- DEEP BLUE C COMPILER ($8) A subset of Version 7 C based
on Ron Cain’s Saall-C coapiler.
8- DEEP BLUE SECRETS ($8) The C source code for the
coapiler and linker and the Atari Macro Asseabler source
for the interpreter of Deep Blue C.
9- CHAMELEON TERMINAL EMULATOR ($8) Allows Atari to act as
a reaote terminal to another coaputer.
10- DANDY ($8) An action aaze adventure soaewhat siailar to
Teaple of Apshai and Ultiaa series.
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Northern Virginia Atari Users Group

President.
Vice President......
Treasurer.....
Secretary..
Publicity Chairtan..
Membership Chairaan.
Prograa Chairaan....
Deao Chairaan.
NOVATARI Seainars...
Education.
Disk Librarian.
BBS..

Joe Haters.
Jin Stevenson.........
Curtis Sandler.
Georgia. Heatherhead..
Terry White..
Earl Li Hey.
Dave Heyer...
Dennis McCormick......
Donna Yarbrough.
Diana Burdt.
H. Evan Brooks.
ARHUD1C.

(703)
(703)
(703)
(703)
(703)
(703)
(703)
(703)
(703)
(703)
(703)
(703)

Enthusiasts

Atari Usersf Regional Association

430-1215
378-4093
734-9533
938-4829
849-1725
281-9017
455-7145
430-9552
255-3967
425-5073
354-4482
569-8305

Meetings: 2nd Sunday of each month, 5:30-8:30, in the
large Auditorium at WASHINGTON 6AS LIGHT, 6801 Industrial
Road, Springfield, VA. From Northwest: take beltway (495)
to east on Braddock (620) to south on Backlick (617).
From Northeast: Shirley Highway (395) to Hest on Edsall
Road (648) to south on Backlick. Take a left at the light
by Industrial Road. Washington Gas Light is the second
building on the right. Meeting is organized in half-hour
segments: 5:30 (Beginner’s Forum), 6:00 (Demos of
Entertainment Software), 6:30 (Demos of New Library and
NPX Disks), 7:00 (Open Forum: News and Announcements),
7:30 (Demos of Home Productivity Software), 8:00 (Business
Meeting). While the above programs are going on in the
large auditorium, the small auditorium is used for
meetings of the Basic XL SIS (5:30-6:15), the Telecom SIS
(6:15-7:00) and a Kid's SIS (all other times).
New Members: Dues are $15 (includes subscription to
Current Notes).
Send checks, payable to N0VATARI, to
Curtis Sandier, 7213 Idylwood Court, Falls Church, VA
22043.

President...
Vice President.
Treasurer.
Correspondence Sec..
Heabership.
Disk Librarian.
Hardware Coordinator

Marshall Abraas...
John Barnes...
Richard Stoll.
Bruce McLendon...
William Piable.
Williaa Schadt.
Hoe Sheraan......

(301)
(301)
(301)
(301)
(301)
(301)
(301)

588-1005
652-0667
946-8435
587-7890
341-9572
622-1547
593-1076

Heetinns: 1st Thursday of every month, 7:00 pa, Wheaton
Library, 11701 Seorgia Avenue, Wheaton, Maryland.
New Members: Dues are $15/year (includes subscription to
Current Notes).
Mail check, payable to AURA, to Trea¬
surer, a0RA, P.0. Bos 7761, Silver Spring, HD 20907.

Frederick Atari Coaputer Enthusiasts
President. Nike Kerwin.... (301)
Vice President. Bill Austin...
(304)
Treasurer..
Buddy Smallwood.(301)
Librarian. Bob Martin. (301)
Secretary. John Naschaeier. (301)
System Operator..... Saa Yu. (301)
BBS... (301)

845-4477
263-1867
432-6863
898-7619
271-2470
662-5586
694-8983

Heetinns. 3rd Tuesday of every month, 7:00 - 9:30 pa in
the Parish Hall behind St. Paul's Luthern Church located
at 14 W. Pennsylvania Avenue in Walkersville, Maryland.
New Members: Dues are $20/family (includes subscription to
Current Notes).
Send checks, payable to F.A.C.E., to
Buddy Smallwood, P.0. Box 300, Keedysville, MD 21756.

CURRENT NOTES Subscriotion/WAACE

Membership

Form

I would like to SUBSCRIBE to CURRENT NOTES <*15/year>
(Mail form and check to Joe Waters, 122 N. Johnson Rd., Sterling, VA 22170)
I would like to RECEIVE CURRENT NOTES as a member of the following Washington
area Atari User Group: (Hail fora to appropriate User Group representative.)
AURA_CPM_

FACE_

NCAUG_

NOVATARI_

—> Please PRINT Clearly <—
Name:_
Street:

_

City:_____State:_ Zip:
Phone:

Signature

Date
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Capital Pro Micro-Users Group

President. Bob Kelly.
VP-Finances. Reg Brown.
VP-Cowuni cat ions... Bob Danson.
VP-Prograa Affairs.. Frank Jones....
Disk Library. Hike Abraaowitz.
Sysop/RBBS......Frank Huband.....

(301)
(301)
(703)
(301)
(301)
(703)

Enthusiasts

National Capital Atari Users* Group

839-7377
340-7943
780-0758
593-1056
983-2363
276-8342

Heatings: Capital Pro Micro-Users aeetings are held at the
Public Library in Oxon Hill, Maryland. The Library is lo¬
cated near the Woodrow Wilson Bridge just off the Washing¬
ton beltway. Froa Virginia via the Woodrow Wilson Bridge,
stay on the beltway to Maryland exit 14 West (St. Barnabas
Road). St. Barnabas Road aerges with Oxon Hill Rd. (right
turn at end of exit ramp); proceed 1/4 mile; Library is on
your left. The aeetings are held each aonth in the Author
Rooa. The Library telephone nuaber is 301-839-2400.
Hew Heabers: Dues are ti5/year (includes subscription to
Current Notes) or $3/year (no subscription). Send check,
payable to Reg Brown, to Reg Brown, 9325 Bent Ridge,
Potoaac, Maryland 20854.

President.
Treasurer....
Secretary.
Heabership.
Prograas.
V-Prograas.
Disk Librarian.
Tape Librarian.
BBS.

Frank Huband. (703)
Allen H. Leraan....... (301)
Peter Kilcullen.(202)
Gerald Whitaore. (301)
Art Corte. (703)
Jia Caapbell.......... (703)
Abe Friedaan..
(703)
Bruce Ingalls.. (703)
ARHUDIC. (703)

527-4770
460-0289
296-5700
459-6164
437-7860
425-1440
920-4788
430-3287
569-8305

Meetings. 3rd Tuesday of every aonth, 5:30-8:30, Rooa 543,
National Science Foundation offices, 1800 G. Street NW,
Washington, DC. The closest subway stop is Farragut West,
on the Blue and Orange lines. Take the 18th Street exit,
and walk south (against the flow of traffic) down 18th
Street for three blocks to G street. The building, on the
corner of 18th and G, can be identified by a sign for the
Madison National Bank on the corner. Parking is available
in the building for a fee. The front entrance is on the
west side of 18th street, between F and 6.
Hew Heabers: Dues are *15 (includes subscription to
Current Notes). Send checks, payable to National Capital
Atari Users Group, to Allen Leraan, 14905 Waterway Drive,
Rockville, MD 20853.

Noodbridge Atari Computer Users Group
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President.
First VP.....
VP-Education.
VP-Liaison.
Secretary...........
Treasurer.....
Librarian...........

Jack Holtzhauer..
Dave Harrandette......
Tia Hitchell.
Cecil Alton..
Hike Stringer..
John Thoaas.
Arnie Turk...

(703)
(703)
(703)
(703)
(703)
(703)
(703)

670-6475
670-7675
221-7722
670-4842
786-8755
670-8645
670-2547

Meetings: Monthly, 7-10 pa, usually on third Tuesday of
the aonth, Coaaunity Rooa, Potoaac Branch, Prince Williaa
County Library, Qptiz Blvd., Woodbridge, VA. Exact dates:
SEP 24 (4th Tuesday), OCT 15, NOV 26 (4th Tuesday), DEC
17, JAN 21, FEB 18, MAR 17 (3rd Monday), APR 15, MAY 20,
JUN 17. Entering Woodbridge froa either North or South on
Route tl, proceed to the intersection of Route tl and
Opitz Blvd. (adjacent to Woodbridge Lincoln-Hercury).
Turn West onto Opitz and take first left turn into the
library’s parking lot. The Coaaunity Rooa is located to
your left iaaediately upon entering the Bain building.
Hew Heabers: Dues are tlO/year plus tl aonthly dues
(includes subscription to Current Notes for aeabers in
good standing).
Send checks, payable to WACU6, to Mike
Stringer, 709 Rutherford Dr., Fredericksburg, VA 22401.
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The Personal Computing Associate
presents

Computerfest 8;
A gathering of user groups and computer stores
in the Washington D.C. Area
IBM Atari Commodore Apple
and a host of others...

Greenbelt Hilton
(Exit 23 on the Beltway)

October 12, 1985
9:30 AM - 4:00 PM
Admission: $2/with this ad, $4/general
For further information: Personal Computing Association
Adele H. Stamp Union, Rm. 3113, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742
Funded in part by University of Maryland Student Government Assocation

